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Whoopee!
SUB OpeningSomeday
by Glenna Strommer
S.t aff Writer
At a recent SAC {Student Ac.
tivities Council) retreat at Sno.
qualmie Summit, plans for the
· new SUB were presented and
the gra.nd openlni was discus.
sed.
According to App Legg1-d1reco
tor of student activities and
the SUB, the new addition ls
sch.eduled to be finished by Dec.
27, and at this time the car.
peti~ and furniture will be
brought in.
After the furniture and car. peUng are completely set up,
they will be cl:!ecked over for
flaws and-imp·erfections.
"This is one reason why the
opening date of the building is
tentative," said Legg, "we have
to set up all this fuJ;"niture and
then check it over, and there
is no guarantee that all of it
will be okay. If there is snmc-

thing wrong, then it will have to
be sent hi.ck, and this is where
time is lost."
He hopes, though, that .the
building will be open by the time
students return fromChristmas
vacation.
Two 00.llrooms, a larger cafe.
teria to take the place of the
Cage, several lounges, a magao
zine, a games room and several
meetifli rooms are amolli the
additions to the SUF
While the new areas wW be
put to use, the areas in the
older part will not be ignored.
The Cage w111 be remodeled
and wlll serve as the new ASC
office. The old ASC (previouso
ly SGA) office will be convert.
ed into a lounge area.
The old games room.will serve
as · a quick food service where
students can ~top in for a &a.ndwich or such between classes.
(cont. on pg. 2)

NEW ·SUB-I'm a hallway in the new SUB. Soon students will be trac.king up my nice clean
floor.
Please wipe your feet before visiting me when I open next quarter, thank you.
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The Draft Lottery Law haf
gone into effect. The familiar
question men ask one another
on campus is: ''What number
are you?" The answers and
reactions from this que~.tionare
as numerous and varied as the
dates in the lottery itself.
The general consensus of the
campus is that it i~. better to
leave it to chance than to have
a draft board pick you on a per.
sonal basi&.
Men on campus have seen their
lives change drastically. Some
must face going in the service
for they are in the top thfrd.
Others, in the middle, are still
sweating it out as before. And
the ones on the bottom can do
what they want.
The reaction on campus to the
lottery went like this:
Kevin Lester, Stephens.Whit.
ney, sophomore: "You know
what is going to happen to you.
You can plan your life."
Larry Ebley, Stephens.Whit.
252.
ney, sophomore: "I'm
I got a damn good chance, I
will take my chance now. The
system is 00.d for low number
guys, but at least you know." ,
' Bob Strong, Stephens.Whitney,
sophomore: "I see th.e adV'an.
tages of the system because
you can take your chance now
when there are more men in
the system."

•••SPAULDING ••• . Photo by
Bob Strong called his family
and told them he was goini to
take his chance and quit school.

5, 1969

·decif.ton that will affect my
Dave ~unsen, off.campus: "I
life and yours. I'm going to go
just got exempt last Tuesday.
1-A and take my chance/'
The lottery will relieve some
,Bob is 212 in the system and tension because you don't have
feels he has a good chance not to wait seven years, but in.
to be drafted. His father ob. stead a more intense waiting for
viouEly disagreed with his son's one year. I believe it is a short
decision.
run solution to a long run pro.
Al Massena, head r·e sident of · blem. To people who feel they
Stephens.Whitney coed and pre ..
still have to do something
•••JAMES •••
sently in the USMC reserve for
against their will, this does
his military obligation, said:
nothing."
. "I think it's the greatest thing
Ed James, an R.A. at the
since the invention of the birth
Mens Co-op and a veteran draf.
control pill, becauE.e people now
tee of the Vietnam War said:
know where they stand. The in.
"It's a good . thing, it's fair.
dividual with little money and a
People can't r;et out unfairly as
low number now has the chance
easily as before. 'It was really
to work his way through school/'
interesting to see the reactions
Massena went on to talk about
in the dorm. I think you shouldn't
young men planning their future,
ever have to go in." _
"The decision has been made
Larry
Cush,
off.campus
for some people so they can now
senior: "I think it's ridiculous,
plan their life around this deci.
I <;ion't think it's the answer
sion."
to the problem at all. I hope
.that the people fighting the draft,
About .the present draft system
who are low in the system will
in general, Mas.5ena '' said: "It
keep on resi'l'ting the system.''
finally makes some individuals
Bob Franklin, off.campus stu..
free. They now can do what
dent: "I have a medical defer.
they want to do. To me tltis is
ment. The lottery system is
more valuable than anythi!li.''
kind of an unbiased system.
Jim Kardash, a Canadian stu.
Before, more blacks would be
dent on visa said: "Before this
drafted into the service. Tl)ey
came·up, the feelingwasthatthe
would try and break up the
system was depersonalizing and
community and draft the trou.
not fair. A guy had to worry
blemakers and induct more
for seven years, a m~n was
blacks · per capita than white~.
just a number. But now a guy
There ts · not such a personal
can plan, I believe it is more
hi.sis for choosing, not as dis.
fair thah before."
•
crimina tq / 1
The feeling in the SUB about
Leah Slavinsky, Jennie Moore
the lottery went like this.
sophomore said: "Girls have so
Jim Brown, off.campus: ''I'm
many friends involved, 1t really
167. Realistically we need a
hurts. It makeb me think that
draft and a miUtary for the
they'll start draltini girlfi like
· world we live in, but I don't
in Israel. It's goin~ to affect
support it. I hope eventually
Bob Gauvreau.
••.DIXON •••
the enrollment because ~o many
we can move to a volunteer feel like iiving up.''
His part of the conversation went· system. The present system
llke this: "Dad, see what num.
is perhaps the ~ost objective
(cont. to pa&e 17, c;QL.Jl
ber I was? Well I've made a
devised.''

Students: Concept Unfair
Selection Process Fairer
by Bill Kiem
Staff Writer

Fall Quarter will conclude
Dec. 12 with the end of Fin·
als week. Winter Quarter will
begin Jan. 5, 1970. See you
next year.

CAMPUS CRIER, Friday, December 5, 1969
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GaIa 0 pe n i ng PIa nned
(cont. from pg. 1)

GET

''The set up," said Legg,
"wlll be somewhat like a Mac ..
Donalds where the food will be
convtently ready for the stu.
dents with little time."
Right off . the main lounge ls
the new cafeteria which will
have a seating capacity for 500
people. This new food area
will be run similarly to the
Cage.
Legg was asked about the use
of meal tickets in this area
and he said that as of yet, ·
meal tickets couldn't be used,
but he hoped that in the near
fu~re, using a meal ticket could
be possible.
Also at the retreat, SAC mem.
bers discussed the grand open.
ing of the new SUB which i!':
to take place Jan. 23 and 24.
Several idea s were present.
ed and those planned included
a number of activities. Fri.,
Jan. 23, the StraightArrow Ath.
letic Club will sponsor a dance
in the grand ballroom while the
Spurs will sponsor a Club night
in the small ballroom.
Saturday night sees a Gour ..
met Concert which will include
five hours of concert by dif.
ferent entertainment
groups
and feasting at the same time.
The dinner will be served in the
new dining facilities.
Other activities such asa sen-

READY!
JANUARY 24, 1970
GRAND
OPENING
NEW S.U.B.

CONSTRUCTION-See the pretty little sparks, the pretty
sparks are hot, so don't get near them. See the pipefitter
fit the pipe, go man, go. Photo by Bob Gauvreau, cutUne
by Bob Lutgen.
sory arts show and a belly dan.
cer were mentioned, but as of
yet are tentative.

Both nights, departmental
showings and exhibits will be
held in the mezzanine.

Recruiters-On Central Campus
Questioned, OKayed _By ASC
by Gary Larson
Managing Editor
Debate nourished at the Af3C
legislative meeting on Nov. 24
over the issue of allowing re·
cruiters on campus who do not
reaffirm the value of human
life.
A proposal presented by Mike
Reid,
off-campus legislator,
said that the ASC should not .

Food Facilities

tolerate the presence of institutions who do not "reaffirm
the validity of the sanctity ·of ·
human life.''
The proposal also called for
the formation of a committee,
whose membership would be
open to all concerned students,
that would have the power to
control the presence of these
recruiters on campus.

~FOOD»

.-:-~~~--

•

•
Select All Your Christmas
Gifts at BERRY'S • -. •
Hav~ Them All Gift Wrapp~d .
••• At No Extra Cost.

LIVE MUSIC!

"FREE" JUKE B~X
AID MUCH MORE AT
THE NEW S.U.B.
,.

· 15th and Ruby
'

Downtown

It was defeated with a vote
15-5.

During open discussion on the
motion, Reid explained that it
meant any organization that de· ,
graded human life, not just mil·
itary recruiters.
Reid said, 0 i don't feel they
should have the right to come
on campus."
Dianne Hackney, off-campus
legislator,
retorted, "that's
censorhip in the worst sense
of the word and I am going to
vote no on this motion."
Reid then explained that by
allowing these organizations on
campus .and allowing them to
recruit me ans that tM school
recognizes and supports them.
Dianne· Rinehart,
Jennie
Moore sophomore and former ASC legislator, said, "I
don't . think by voting against
this motion means you support
military recruitment on cam·
· pus, and I don't think we have
the right to stop other people
from doing their thing.''
Bob Pegg, off-campus legis·
lator, said, "The ASC legislature should try to broaden
the concept of human life, anq
I don't think we should restrict
people from coming on cam·.
pus. If vou don't want to talk
to Marine recruiters you don't
have to.''
Tim Wing, ASC president,
commented, "I'm in favor of
any group to come on campus
and speak about -what they havr.
to say.''
'
Steve Leigh, off-campus senior and originator of the pro- ·
posal with Reid, explained,
"TM proposal is just on recruitment and not on tM speak·
er program. we are not restricting people from coming 1
on this campus."
Frank
Morris, off·campus
legislator, said "Tl)is proposal
·\ens students tlu\t we t~
(cont. on pg. 3)
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ASC Funds Free U, Magazine
(cont, from pg. 2)
they're to stupid to choose ·who
they want to work for. · We
should be trying to open every
door p0ssible to the students.''
The legislature decided to do
just that and defeated the prop0sal with Reid, Clair Jones,
off.campus legislator; Pamela
Young, Munson junior; Mike Delaney, MU111:"0 seiiior, and Mike
Umber, Beck senior voting for

ft. .

.

know who their legislator is.
I'd say that the dorm officers
(who attend RHSmeetings) are
the best representatives of the
dorm members."
The motion passed With a vote
of 12·7.
The Kittitas valley Free Uni·
verslty was allotted $lOOO at
that meeting.
Wing explained the idea_of a
free wiiversity. Courses which
cannot or do not appear in the

During discussion of the magai.
zine allotment Burke explained
that
he determines what is
Printed in the magazine and
that anything that merits print.
Ing will be printed.
He said that material to be
Pllbllshed is accepted from any•
one and be judges· its relevance,
as the magazine's editor.
The allotment of that money
leaves tm ASC reserve fwid
with $1,603 to spend for the rest
of the year.
COMMITTEE OPENINGS
Edu cation Department Program committee: sets up program for tm education depart.
_ ment.
It meets weekly and
there are tvvo. openings.
Campus Safety Committee:
Upholds safety procedures on
campus and inspects buildings
to insure safety. It meets
monthly and there are three
openings.
College Community Relations
Committee: To help better reo
lations between the college and
the community. It meets every
two weeks and there are five
openin s.

Bruce Campbell, chairman ol. catalogue are taught in it. They
the Residence Halls Senate are non-credited and may be
(RHS), presented a resolution taught by people other than prosaying "All parietal rules, re- fessors, such as students and
gulations or p01icies concern• Ellensburg residents.
1ng residence halls should be
The free university will begin
presented to RHS for action - operation next quarter.
before being approved by ASC
Central's
magazine,
the
and the administration.''
Village Review, wastunded$822
Wing said "It was an ex• for the rest of the year at the
cellent prop0sal and should have Dec. 1 ASC legislative meeting.
been enacted a long time ago."
Roger Burke, editor of the
He also added that it should magazine, had originally asked
be understood that ASC could for the money at the meeting
act on matters if RHS did not on Nov. 24, but the le!tl.slature
bring their views to the ASC tabled discussion for one week
after a reasonable amowit of so that they might read the
time.
magazine.
;n~'.MY"~'~~>»@~~~-~~®~%%bl. . . . . . . .
Morris agreed with the motion
and said, "Many dorms don't

17-Jewel
Nationally
Advertised
Watches
Never before such a
selection! Ultra-thins,
automatics, calendars,
waterproofs, sweep second hand styles! Expansion bands and straps!

"Cherish"
In ComlnOns
The annual AWS Tolo will be
held tomorrow night in the Com.
mons Dining Hall.
Music will be provided by the
Martin Lund Trio. The theme
will be "Cherish.''
. Candidates for KingandQueen
of the Tolo are Amy Lai-Hipp
and Darryl Moyer, Anderson;
Sandy Eisenman and Jim Del.
fel, Courson; Julie Troutman
and Steve Yocom, Davies; Kathy
Williams and Tom Day, Hitch.
cock; Dianne Rhinehart and Bill
Guertner, Jennie Moore; Debe
bie Jordan and Clint Smith. Ka.
mola; Carol Pontecarvoand Don
Dahmer, Meisner; Robin Peter.
son and Gary Beck, Munson;
Joo.nne Byrne and Jim Critten.
den, Stephens-Whitney; Carole
Hoffman and Terry Kahler, Stu.
dent. Village Co.ed; Barbara
Hendershott andWaltRanta,stu.
dents' Village Co.op; Kathleen
Burgett and Guadalupe Pastra.
na, Sue Lombard; and Judy
MiEander and Roy Strensrud,
Wilson.

Trustees Hear
Plan Report
The Central Boo.rd of Trus.
tees, meeting in Seattle Friday,
Nov. 21, heard a progress re.
port . on a long.range planning
project for the college.
The purpose of the plan is to
more effectively deal with the
problems of organization and the
allocation of the college's limit.
ed resources (human as well as
financial a n d physical) to
achieve the goo.ls and to carry
out the mission of the college.
Modern techniques of systems ·
analysis and planning, program.
ming and budgeting systems will
be applied.
To fac111tate progress on the
plan, Central has prepared a
formal statement of the plan
for submission as a grant re.
quest for federal Title IDfunds.
If the funds amounting to some
$4?,000, are granted, the Uni.
verslty of Washington will as.
slst Central in carrying out the
first year's work of the loJ1i.
range planning project.
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GIFTS FOR HER
; : ·.Gem Set Pin, a gold-plated, hand-painted, twinklingly
trimmed Christmas tree, wreath, candle or bell.

88c , .
:~ La~y Sunbeam Hair Dryer, a professional-type
·~
· portable with 4 heat settings. White.
21.99 .cJ

.
•

J

· Shari, Flower Drum, Especia~lr Notable
and Rain Goddess Fragrance Sets,
!?rice~ from

4.50

Stockings, seamless sheer or
mesh in favorite shades. Six pairs to a

Arts Host Exhibit

On exhibit until Jan. 3 in the
Fine Arts Gallery of the Fine
Arts Building, wlll be sculp.
ture by Assistant ProfessorMi.
chael Whitley and acrylic paint.
ings by Technical Assistant Mi·
chael Diven.
Whitley' s sculpture utilizes
blown glass forms, plexiglass,
electronic parts, and ne~ and
strobe lights.

gift box.

The present exhibit includes a collaboration piece done by ;·
Whitley and Diven.
·
Gallery hours are a.12 a.m.
and 1-5 p .m ., Monday through
Friday, until Dec. 12.
MARY DEA TON JS 34!!
RICHARD NIXON JS 194U

Features drop-in -cartridge refilling.
Refill cartridges.

75C 80Ch

Golden Sovereign, Stag and Kinetic Toiletries
Gift Sets, priced from ..... ! • • • • • • • • • • • • •

HORSEMANSHIP CLASS&.
AND RIDING INSTRUC,IONS
Learn proper horsemansh.i p
and how to ride. Starting
winter quarter the Flying M
Stables is offering a 20 hour I
course for $2.50 per hour.
Horses are furnished.

You Can't Buy it
in a Store
Good health is the most pre·
cious gift. Far more precious
than all the beautiful pre·
sents under all the Christmas
trees in the world.

Classes will start the week of·January 5.
For your convenience, both afternoon
and evening classes will be offered.
For further Information contact
JOHN SHARP, Instructor at 962-2074.

Don't take chances with this
priceless possession. Guard
it caret ully with regular
physical examinations for
you and your family_.
And if. your doctor prescribes
for you, rely on us for the
finest prescription service.

Your (Rexall) Pharmacy

.
II

MAGIC
MOMENT
.
'
Foam-in
Magic· . . , hair color
·.Moment ~·: by Toni

• 'M
BaileyPowell
413 Nartia Pi• 925·156f

,.,
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No Santa

I'm not giving Christmas presents this year. It'~ not
for any anti-religious reaEons; it's sort of a protest
against the meEsed up world we live in.
There are 22 Christmases in my memory-all of them
happy, joyful occasions when I got most everything I
wanted (except a horse when I was eight), the family wat
together, the tree was beautiful, the food good.
We always said a little prayer for peace and commented
on how sad it was some people couldn'thave a nice Christ.
mas. When the Salvation Army would come caroling and
collecting money, we would drop a few coins in and feel
good because we had done our bit for the les::. fortunate.
But the less fortunate-the poor, the oppressed, the
war.ridden people-were always in the backs of our minds.
Fir.::t and foremost was the anticipation of the gifts
we would get. A lot of pious words were said about the
true meaning of Christmas, but this wa~. only for the E.ake
of our consciences, not because we meant it.
"Peace on Earth; Goodwill toward men:" nice words,
but they don't mean anything anymore.
CINlU.l
WA~INGfON

STATI

r1er
COll~

Editor. . . . . . . . . Mary Deaton
Manag lng Editor •. G~ry Larson
News Editor •.•... Bob Lutgen
Sports Editor. . . . . . Pat Roe
Copy Editor •••••• Linda McDuffee
Photo Editor. . . . Bob Gauvreau
Ad Manager~ ...•Dave walker
Ad Rep. • • .•.. Rich Woodruff
Business Man. . . .Fred Hurst
Advisor. . . . .Bill Chamberlin

because they haven'tgiven mast.
head bob their phone number.
· Published weekly on Fridays
during the academic year ex.
cept during examination weeks
and holidays by students ~
Central Washington State College. Views expressed are
those of the student staff. not
necessarily cwsc. Entered as
se·cond class material mafter at
the U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg, washtneton 98926. Print.
ed on the Record Press.

returning from thanksgivin~
vacation with their faces a bright
were: Kris Nesse, Keldon Hall~
Gary James, Jim Swan, Mike
McBride, Doyle Burnett, Claire
Rediske, Ray Watts, Jerry Alex ..
ander, Rob Tuura . Leona Chang,
Sandi Dolbee (is that with a yor i?), Steve Gurr, Joey Ruther.
ford, Je.s sica Warner, Debbie
over 1.5 billion people all over
about the extinction of the human
Berto, Sue Renner, John Ter.
the world adhering to the Hindu
race by 2000 A.D. has the same
rien, Glenna Strommer, Bill
Buddhist faith. Respect for
validity as the placarded warn·
Kiem, Jim Bodeen, Teri Palm
other
people"s culture and reings, "The End is Near" par.
(i !' that la st nameright?), Terry
ligion has not traditionally been
acted by the bearded prophets
Van Parys, Kathy Schooler,
of the virtues of the Western
one
of doom on the sidewalks. It
Gregg O~-borne and Pete De ..
world but even being aware of
is true that the governments
launay. sure as the fog will
this I was deeply distressed to
of certain countries have aquir·
lift in seattle, someone will
watch "Buddha's head" being
ed power of ~uclear destruction
complain that their name wasn't
used in such an iconoclastic
unparalleled in history; but it is
listed in the ma~thead, that's
manner.
equally true that this very nuI wonder whether the same auclear pr.olifer.ation has produced
dience would roar with laughter
a balance of terror which serves
if, in a purely hypothetical con·
as .an a wsome deterrent to a
Front Page Questions
tingency, a statue of Christ or
nuclear World War III. It is not
Mary were treated irreverently
a coincidence that the only time
To the editor:
in an Asian burlesque. Does
the atom bo.mb was dropped on
I wish to respond to your
freedom
of
religion mean
civilians .twenty.four years ago,
cover page story in the Crier,
license with other people's rewas when only one country had
Friday, November 21. I feel,
ligious beliefs?
a nuclear monopoly o
however,
that any response
· To call the Moloch of the Viet•
would be premature since the
The other point relates to the
nam War and the oppression of
'fence is exposed on only one
news in the "Crier'' of Friday,
various groups and races all
side.
I see numerous para.
Nov. 21, about the formation
over the world, "a splinter in
doxical and illog-ical claims.
of AMEN-a new organization
the heel of a man" is to show
Confusing!
concerned with the problem of
an extraordinary insensitivity
What was the position of the
over-population. It is welcome
to the problem of Death and
.\dmlnistrators? - More than
news and one can only wish
Degradation that is right in
one sentence, please. Please
AMEN great success.
our midsto It is like ignoring
':\llow them to respond if they
It was however disturbing to
a raging fir.e on the pretext
so desire.
read that one faculty member
of saving water supply for afire
reportedly said at the meeting
that might break out in the
Sincerely,
on Nov. 17 that the human race
future.
Gary Locke, Teacher
will be extinct by the year
People concerned about the
Hebeler Elementary
2000, and that he "suggested
School
Vietnam War and the "secret
that energies spent in demon·
wars'' in Laos and Thailand
Faux Pas
strating about problems of the
are anxious to save thousands
Vietnam War and race relations- of lives-American and non•
To The Editor
I wish to draw to your atis 'like stopping to l emove a
American-that are being lost
splinter from the heel of a man
tention two unre lated matters ..
"Now."
who's been shot in the lungs'."
In a recent play at Central,
Those concerned with race
That population explosion is
"Black Comedy," an object
relations are not asking for
a grave problem cannot be de·
meant to symbolize Buddha's
tea parties among the Whites,
nied.
Japan and india have
head as an object d'art was
the Blacks, the Browns and the
for
many years undertaken
used as a centre piece. ToYellows or for multi-racial enpopulation control programs on
wards the end of the play, it
trance to the exclusive racial
a nationwide scale, and it is
was thrown down, and then dump.
sanctuaries of the Elks, the
ed irreverently upside down as
gratifying that Americans too
Moose, the Goose or the Mon•
a part of a scene of wild conare becoming
enlightened on
goose. They are engaged in
this ilssue.
fusion.
the vital task of righting the
But the Cassadraic prophesy l 'Wrongs of many centuries and ;
Buddha is a saviour-guide to

·LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

0
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universalizing the fundamental
human right to "human exis..
tence."
I trust that AMEN has been
formed to a waken people to
the population 1explosion and not
lull them into a torpor in the
midst of bomb explosions.
Usha Mahajani

Crosstalk Shocks
To the editor:
During Crosstalk on .Tuesday
night, I was totally shocked and
surp~ised to hear you, speaking
aE editor of the campus news.
paper, report that you and your
staff, which ls assumed to rep.
resent the total campus as if,
the newspaper its.elf, were to.
tally unaware of the impending
ASC elections.
I at first displayed the above
mentioned response. However,
after pondering my impref,E.loni',
of the pa st copies of your re.
g'ime, I can fully understand that
thlE over sight on your part was
one consl~ tent with your treat.
ment of other news which i.s to.
tally campus.oriented.
My impressions of the "cam.
pus" newspaper thus far this
year ha s been one of extreme
regret and dii:.taste. The paper
appears to be more than mere.
ly sympathetic, probabty totally
' sympathetic, to the minorities
of thiE community (the campus).
The radical minoritie.s' opin.
ions1 events, articles and, in
general, propa~nda seem to
have found a sympathetic source
for belaboring their ideas.
I don't be~dge the mlnori.
tie E thi.s privilege. I do, how.
ever, begrudge the paper for
catering to "only" this point of
view. This community accom.

modates both the dlssenters and
the "accepters."
It i s rny feeling that the paper,

it isa representative com.
munity media, should make at
least some attempt to cover
and carry some fact& concerning
the total community. Another
opinion it. that the major pur.
pose of the paper is to report
the facts of an event and not
merely the feelings of the 11
percent who object to or oppose
.~ ince

it.

You voiced a similar feelinr;
I think when you commented on
the turn out for the SGA elec.
tiom,. Thi~ was carried out •1
a small minorty and you ex.
pressed regret that the major.
ity could not be heard from on
thiE issue.
I sincerely hope you see the
inconsistency with your behav.
ior and your values and beg-in
reporting "factual" notattitudi.
nal news.
R. Keith Swanson

Cover Confusing
To the editor:
I would like to express my
disapproval concerning the front
page of the Nov. 14 Crier. Why
was so much space given to a
"Draft Dodger" who isnoteven
a student at central and why on
the front page?
Granted, this ls news to some
students and I feel it should be
in the paper, but not on the front
pa~e and in a . shorter form.
In my opinion, the article on
page three, "ASC Solons Ar~e
S.F. - Change Words, Leave
Money" is of more importance
because it concerns ALL stu.
'dents at Central.
Randy T. Brown

CAMPUS CRIER, Friday, Decembe_r 5, 1969
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LEfl-ERS TO THE· EDITOR
pus ROTC. The demonstrcl..
ta.in "chosen few" to observe
tors' position, which you seem
the Vietnam Moratorium activi.
To the editor;
to support is, of course, to ''ob-_
ties in San Francisco, then that
In these times of war, with
literate this intolerable symbol · ls going a little too far! After
approximately 300,000 dead and
of the Imperialistic Complex."
all, those so named "delegates"
wounded, and with something
But,. in the same issue, you
do not represent the majority
near 60 to 80 percent of our tax
have articles espousing the con.
but instead only a . handful of
dollar being spent for mmtary cepts of individual rights, free ..
radical students who would re.
purposes, it ls no wonder that dom of choice, free speech, etc.
ceive a free, all expense paid
we are apt to discredit the Don't the two positions conflict?
trip to do their own thing!
mllltary institution and wish it
Why shouldn'ta per son who de.
Most of us are here to get
a boll shed.
sires to enroll in ROTC be al.
an education and we don't have
Let us remember however, lowed to do so? Who are you
the time or the money to de ..
that the mllltary has more than to decide what classes are or
vote to anti.gover_nment horse.
iproved its worth . in two world are not "E.ultable"forCentral's
play.
wars which threatened the ter. students?
We whole~heartedly agree with
rltorial and political integrity of
I don't care if there are only
the members of the administra.
the United Stateso For this ten people who want to take
tion that stated "they don't feel
reason alone, thorough consl. ROTC; they should have the op.
the college should take pollti·
deration must be given to the portunity to do so. This is their
cal or moral stands.'' As we
idea of abolishing or removing right.
menioned before, the large part
ROTC from campus.
The Constitution gives every
of us are here to get an edu.
The military has been respon. American the right to do what
ca tion and when those of you
sible throughout the history of he wants as long as it doesn't who try to disrupt this factor
the United States for maintaining interfere with the rights of
by your anti-everythi~ at.
the system of democracy that others.
titudes, then all we can say ls
we now enjoy o It ls this same
The Campus Crier's interpre.
get off our campuses because
democracy which allows the
tation of our rights, as evidenc.
there is no room or pJace for
minority groups of this campus ed by your article, would be
you here.
to protest the war and advocate that every Americancandowhat·
We want knowledge not nega.
the expulsion of ROTC.
he wants as long a.sit doesn't tlve attitudes and until some of
Whether or not the ROTC as interfere with the views of the
us that represent the "silent
an extention of the m1Utary, i:-: Crier.
majority" s.t art speaking up
an organization which train~.
Such hypocrisy only reaffirm~
about our beliefs, then I suppo~e
men to kill is a highly deOO,. my belief that there is nothing
you few will continue to run the
table question. Basically it is a "new" about the "New Left .''
show.
question of mqrality more than Their views, if implemented,
The
fact that repeatedly
anything else.
would lead to the same total..
throughout the article the stu.
Yet, eyen if we do give some' itarianism the "new" Leftists
dent body as a whole was group.
credibility to the idea that the claim to oppose.
ed under minority standards
ROTC trains "killers," would
I hope the Crier will quit
is in itself degrading! You
it not be more logical to main.
trying to "out.do" Rampart:;
had better get your fact~ straight
taln ROTC within a civilian ~nd Helix and start publishing
as your views represent one.
environment rather than to place a paper relevant to all young
sixth of all of us and you have
it under strict military con.
people- not just the Leftist min..
no right to classify all of us
trol in an area ~o which civi. ority.
under your so called ''politi·
llans. may not have access? It
cal standards." We don't know
would appear to us that if fu.
Mike Allen
who you are trying to fool a!:
ture officers in the military in.
U.s. Marines First Corp
we, in the majority for the mos{
stitution are to be kept under
Vietnam
part; di~gree with your poU.
civllian control and are to be
cies.
Silent Majority Speaks
kept within the bounds of demo.
We, too, agree with the fac.
cracy, it is neci!ssary for them
tor regarding the campus news.
To the editor:
to have a civ111an education anda
We represent two of the so paper to be "politically and
civilian role in the educational called "silent majority 11 which
morally neutral," as a news.
process. The con&equences of. makes up :{ive.sixth of the stu. paper should of cour:.e, pro.
moving the ROTC units off cam. dent body ofCentral.{Compared voke thought, but -at the same
pus in a nation.wide effort, could ·to the total participants in Cen.
time not be so bia~ed as to
eventually lead to a grave and tral's Moratorium and the total present an unfair picture of
threatening situation for the represented in the student body.)
events.. It should present the
United States. If the m111tary
We are in strong disagreement pros and cons and let the stu.
h; to exist, as it does pre~ent.
aent make up his own mind.
with the recent article that ap.
ly, then it must be under the peared on the front page of the
The "Campus Crier," to our
control of private citizens Nov. 21, 1969 Campus Crier. knowledge, this year has pub.
rather than its own control.
First of all, we feel that the Ii.shed very few editions that
Another point of argument
members of fhe administration have not been so biased. Wei
is the fact that ROTC officers of Central should have some say
the majority, have a right to
bring new ideas to the mm. when the student government hear both side::o and you have
tary which is traditionally shows an irresponsibility in the
not provided this. One would
bogged down with the old ways. handling of student affairs, es.
think that a college news media
These officers are educated af: pecially when it is not in the
would be able to provide the
civilians rather than hard core best interests or of any bene.
military s,trategists. It is theE;e fit to the studentbodyasa whole.
new officers who will be rebpon. Therefore, the administration
sible for bringing about change ~hould be warranted in taking
within the military institution. appropriate action.
By maintaining ROTC on cam.
The present so called "ASC
pus, with it~. classes open fo all LegiE.lature" is a prime ex.
students, it will always be under ample of a child when told not
the watchful eye of s.tudents and to do something because it might
student minority groups such be harmful to him, goes ahead
as · we have here at Central. and doer. it anyway just.to ~how
CFNTRAL WASHINGTON that he can do it!
STATE COLLEGE YOUNG
When money is allotted for
REPUBLICANS .
such a purpose as to send cer.

Military Shows Worth

''Crier'' Irrelevant

For Seniors
necessary news to satisfy the
student body as a whole, not to
cater to the whims of a few.
As to your stand on the war;
you should be more than care.
ful as to which side you are on
because here again the news.
paper ls to serve the students
and when you have both sides '
represented within the student
body itself; then you should
try to serye them as a whole,
but again only a small portion
has been represented within
your new spa.per.
You should also be aware of
the fact that you are contri.
buting to extreme polarization in
today's. society, thus preventing
the intelligent and rational ex..
change of ideas between two
conflicting views.
You are a student organiza..
tion, yes, but you are a news.
paper and until you start act.
ing like a newspaper should,
(cont. page 6, colo 1)

I

Ted Lake, committee chair.
man, announced that the fourth
annual College Career Clinic,
sponsored by the Seattle Area
Industrial Council will be held
this year at the Olympic Hotel
on Dec. 29 and 30.
The Clinic is a "job fair"
for college senior~. and graduate
students who are interested in
exploring career opportunities
in the Puget Sound region. Thn
purpose of the two.day session
is to get major employers in
the greater Seattle area together
with those students who become
available on the labor market
this winter and spring.
This year's event will featurr·
20 business.e f active in ma.nu.
facturing and service indm.•
tries. Annually, more than 200
college seniors and graduate
students register for interview
sessions.
This year's projections indi ..
ca te an attendance exceeding
300, according to Lake.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO:

CELANESE FORTREL makes the difference

'fo the editor:
Although I left Central in
March '691 I still receive the
Crier from my friends in El·
lensburg. The Crier has al·
ways lacked. professionalism,
but you have reached a new low
in editorial prejudice and hypo.
crisy.
The Fri., Oct. 17 issu,e con.
cerns itself, largely, with cam.
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in these lean line, uncommon slacks that never need
pressing. In a wide choice of colorfully correct
patterns. In fabrics of Fortrel polyester and cotton.
For your nearby store write Don Duncan,
·Box 2468, South San Francisco, Calif. 94080.
i

CACTUS CASUALS®
fortret .11' is a trademark of Fiber Industries, Inc.

RICHARD M. NIXON
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.lEJJfRS TQ:. Tfff·· EDJ10R ·.·.
cont. from page 5, col. 4.

right ~ay.
We don't mean to say that
you, the minority, should be
banished, but if you woold step
down off your pedestals and take
a good look at the majority for
once ·because after all, we have
a right to our beliefs too!
Micha.el J. Gulllckson
Mechelle Gullickson

Any person who believes that
world, yet virtually unknown to
the
food service is out of con.
most United States citizens asa
then really we can do without .
trol must also feel compelled to
beautiful land of contrasts.
you.
something about it. A_nd we
do
Students see some of the most
The editorial is the one place
can do something about it at
modern structures, such as the .
where the · newspaper can ex.
Central. We can remove Holmes
Olympic fa.c111ties in Mexico
press its views openly, butwhen
Dining
Hall
(HDH).
City,
contrasted to the ancient
the editorial starts encompass.
HDH is th_e physicalpre5ence,
.Aztec city of Teotihuacan only
ing the entire newspaper, then
on thiE campus, of an aigres..
half an hour away. Elaborate.
what do we have?
sive and overtfood service com.
ly built and furnished cathedrals
As to the so.called "ASC L~·
plex. By removini...lt, we can
worth mllllons of dollars With .
. isJature,:), all we can say 1E,
Holmes Heartburn
take a small step twards show.
begears sitting outside are a
how did we make such a mis.
To the editor:
lni the people of this country
very common siiht.
take as to allow you to become
(The following if part of Mary\. that we do not like our food
The group ls s~heduled to fly
01.1r "defenders". To us, this
service.
Dea ton's Oct. 17th editorial with
south to the Yucatan Peninsula.
article ha.s shown how you have
There ls on this campus a food· and see other ruins of clvili·
a subject more relevant to Cen.•
!Ila.nipulated our.policies to suit
trol)
·
service
committee which was
zation - but this time of the
your own minority group.
established by the administra.
It has become lncreasiniror
Ma)ran tribes. The tropical cu.
You do not represent the stu.
clear that the food service ls
tion to lnvestieate the merits
mate 1 ea d s to vegatational
dent body as a whole when you
of Holmes- Dlnlni Hall on our
change and even a cultural
now out of the control of the
let minority interests enter into
change can be noticed in this
students. The completion of the
campU5. Individuals and groupfi
your decision making process.
on this· campus who oppose HDH
short distance from Mexico
,
new
food
storage
building
(Pro.
es.
City.
must
do
everythl~
in
their
00.bly
to
experiment
with
cheml.
Many of us do not necessar.
Time is alloted to the stu.
power to influence the commit.
cal wai-fare) next to Holmes Dtn.
ily always agree with our gov.
dents for a short visit to Aca.
tee
to
recommend
its
removal.
Ing
Hall,
has
brought
attention
ernment' s policies, but we try
pulco where the scars of tour.
We mu:;:.t make absolute!y sure
to the growing food service com.
through realistic means to
ism are easi!y noted.
that
whatever
decision
the
com.
plex.
achieve what we think is the
Of course, the students are en.
mittee reaches, it does so only
rolled in the University of the
after taking full account of stu.
Americas in Mexico City. This
dent opinion- every student's
University has only 1400 stu.
opinion.
dents but has a beautiful lltUe
A poll should be conducted to
campus on the outskirts of Mext.
obtain student and faculty opin.
co City. When I was informed
ion on HOH. ThiE. poll must be
that I was going to be sent to
preceeded by a massive educa.
Mexico, I was realty disappoint.
tion campaign presenting both
ed and I thought that It was
sides of the issue.
When you know
going to ~ worthless- so close
HOH is more than an acade~
to the United States. Besides,
mic issue. It is a political and
it's for keeps
I'd been to Mexico-Tijuana.
moral issue which affects every
I went and never had been so
student on campus. ItE. future
All your sharing, all your
emhl.rassed of my ignorancee In
must be decided by the stu.
special memories have ·
a very short time, our close
dents. Burp.
grown into a precious and
neighbor proved to be beautiful
Cliff "Heartburn" Steven5on
enduring love. Happily, these
and wealthy; ugly and poor;
Mexico Trip Great
happy yet sad; and for me was
cherished moments will be
beyond expression in words as
forever symbolized by your
To the editor;
the most intriguing area in the
Central ls sponsoring a study.
diamond engagement ring.
world.
tour prqgram in Mexico for the
If the name, Keepsake is in
If at all possible for any stu.
coming Winter Quarter. Last
the ring and on the tag, you
dent, and not just those inter.
year, I lived as an exchange
are assured of fine quality
student ·in a town in Mexico · ested in the Spanish language,
and lasting satisfaction. The
to participate in this quarter of
and
was able to witness many
engagement diamond is
study, do so-it will never· be
of the fantastic experiences of
flawless, of superb color, and
regretted or f org;otten.
students who are able to parti.
precise modern cut. Your
cipate in this worthwhile pro.
Keepsake Jeweler has a
Jeannie Fry
gram.
choice selection of many
The list of benefits is infinite
lovely styles. He's listed in
Library Gripe
- not only do the accepted stu.
the yellow pages under
dents have a cl... uce to learn
''Jewelers.''
What purpc>se does . our ll·
or perfect their ...ipanish, but
brary serve? I would like to
they are able to broaden their
knowledge of one of the most Imow. Recently I had a term
interesting countries in the piper due and .assuming the U.
."T.,?'" _......
k
1

~GISTERED
I ~P-sa
I
s
D I A M0 N D

e~

PUT NEW LIFE IN
YOUR TIRED OLD CAR

R ', N G

to

0e the best ~ for
tntormatlon, I went over only to
t1nd that out of 36 recent map..
zlnes, not one wa~to be found
oo the shelves. I ppears to me
that CentraUs bar rlnca buDCh
of kleptomamaesf Therefore I
wOuld suegesta cl.tterent system
to borrow material as only a
few (thieves) are gettlnc the
benefit and the rest must use
extremely out.dated material.
Is this where our funds are iO•
1ng? It seems to me that we pay
enough as it ls for our educa.
Uon without haYing to buy addt·
tloml research material.
b,\"ary

Ted Jackman

Dean Hall
In . recent years· Central has
\Dldertaken a massive building
construction program which has
Provided us with and will con·
tinue to provide in the future
some of the most modern build·
lngs and equipment which can
be obtatDed.
The only com•
plaint
that can be made is
the apparent lack d. _concern
for convenient student access.
The object in .Point is tha
access to Dean Hall, the new
science buildingo Roughly 3000
students enter and leave this
building per day. The vast
number
of
students
a,.
Pt"oach the building from lower ·
campu:o:. By following this route
they must cross"B" parkinglot
behind He• Hall. Then comes
the hard part. They must cross
the railroad tracks, go down
into and climb out of a deep
ditch, and . cross a fifty foot
waste area of rocks, holes,
and weeds.
During good weather this
can be a hazardous undertak·
Ing. With bad weather getting
closer every day, the prospect
ol facing this challenge through
another winter does not look ap.
pealing to the majority of students.
It would be a very simple
matter
to smooth this area
and lay a · sidewalk and it would
benefit not only a vast number .
d. students and f acuity, but also
visitors, both student .and ad·
ministration. Granted this side..
walk would not be laid over
a pipeline or in an area that
will be Immediately torn
up,
rm sure I speak for a large
number of students who strong.
ly desire that this problem be
solved.

Rex zeebuyth
Char Sampson

Christmas
Sing Set

~'

h

f
·)

STOP IN TODAY FOR A COMPLETE CHECK.
Make sure your car is ready for winter and a~old
the high cost of repair on the highway.
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Please serio new 20 page book lei . '·How To P!an Your Engagement and Wedding_"
,ind new 12 page, full color folder, both for only 25c. _Also, how can I '?btaon
the beaut; ful 44 p<Jge Bride·s Keepsake Book at half price?
f-6'1

Addt_,, _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

Zip

Kf.EPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

I
I
I

I
I

Ci•~-------------- Co.
St1•• ·

I
I

13201

L-------------------~-----------

J

SIENIA BROS.
705 S. Pearl

OPEN
. 8-6 Mon.-Fri.
8-12 Sat.

925-3226

The annual Christmas Choral
Competition will be heldDecem.
ber 4 at 8 p.m. inMcConnell
Auditorium. Admission is free
to the, general pi.Ille.
More groups are needed for
the program and are encouraged
to sign up. Each group will
sing two songs- one sacred and
one either sacred or secular.
A $4 entry fee in required of
all groups. The use of cos.
tumes ls optional. Groups that
have not signed up must do so
by Fri., Dec. 5 e For more
information contact the Music
Depi.rtment or Linda DeRooy,
Sue Lomhl.rd junior.
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YOUR BOOKS ARE WORTH MONEY

Bring In Your
-Used Books,
:Clo_th or Paper,
Whether Used
On This Can1pus
Or Not.
TOP PRICES PAID!

1j

· TY10 Convenient
,,
'•
Locations
to
Serve You.

·.: ;;~Mfr ·:

BOOK BUY-BACK HOURS
f

.

YouR CoLLEGE- BooKSTORE

WILDCAT SHOP
~ 963-3333'

963-1311

5 pm:-8 pm .
•~nday-Fr.iday-7:30
y

.:

'

;

~ -~,.

.

...

•

am-5 pm

Mon~ay-Friday

,,

10 am-6 pm·
Saturday

1-5 pm
Sunday
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INTRO
Welcome to "Tempo"- the "Crier'~'' monthly mapzine
supplement. Tempo ls designed to provide an open foruni
for fiction, poetry, articles, art, photography and other ·
material.
Students, faculty, staff and administration are welcome to
submit material on any 5Ubject. For information on deadlines, length, etc. call the Crier office, 963~1026.

College Government
AIM
pride, regardless of how valid
the issues might be.
The events of last May did not
arise solely from conditions on
our campus; the problems of
.American society and its col~
leges were factors. But what.
ever the forces at work, this
College cannot long survive if it
starts to live in an atmosphere
of co~ronta.tion, coercion, dis.

By James Brooks
President
For the past several months
events on · this campus and on
campuses throughout the coun.
try have forced me to re-exam.
ine the concepts and processes
of college government. The en.
deavor ls not an easy one-in
fact, it is a painful' task. What
makes it necessary is the con.
clusion which I have reached:
Either the American campus
wlll govern itself responsibly
from within or it will be gov.
erned from without. The Jat.
ter I find completely unaccep.
table. Therefore, I turn to the
for mer proposition by see~
ways to create and sustain re.
sponsible patterns of 11tover.
nance on our campus. These
issues are the subject of this
statement.
Last May two student groups
at Central by.passed the usual
campus channels of consultation
and decision-makin11t in present.
iDi demands directly to me as
President. I took direct and
immediate action on most of the
ruption, suspicion and violence,
demands. The results have been. While tensions may spawn new ·
endorsed by many andapparent.
ideas and change, it can also be
ly the Colle11te is being improved
anathema to the educational mis.
by the action. These events,
slon of our College. If this
however, raised important ques • . institution fails in maintaining
tions regarding the concepts
internal cooperation and trust,
and processes under which the
it wlll not sustain its bi.sic
College ls governed. Because
objectives and it eventually will
the results affected many who
lose the support of the members
were not- consulted, we must
of its own community. I am
question the actions that were· ·now convinced that it can loseta.ken by both the President and
lts autonomy, the freedom for
the student groups.
its members to make "any"
Central is a special purpose
important decisions, if it loses
community and all who join this
the endorsement of the taxpay.
. community, ·whether as trus. · ers and themembersoftheState
tees, faculty, students, admini.
Legislature. These arethepeo. .
strators or staff, subscribe to
ple who provide almost all of
certain governing principles by
our financtal support and who
their act of joining. Thegovern.
determine the laws that govern·
in& principles are not immu.
the College and the Clll'riculum
table. They may be changed
it offers.
·
through a self.renewal process
l believe ourCollegecanavert
in which "all" ·elements of the
this peril and maintain a milleu
community mayparticipate. But
conducive to learning. Compar.
this process ls valid only when
ed with other colleges, we have
it is open and rational. There
enjoyed remarkable coopera tlon
·ea.n be ·no community pride arid .
and progress. But there must
spirit unless there is an inte.
be a renewed understanding of,
gration of people and groups
, and de.d icatlon to, the College's
with ideals and actions. Dt.
purpose and government by all
rect action, such as that ta.ken
if we are to survive as a self
last May, cannot build Jasttnc
iOVernlng Institution.
confidence
and community

our ''primary" purpose as a
College ls to educate students
There may be disagreement on
what other roles are appropriate
for us and debate about meth.
ods of education, but it must be
clear at all times that the Col.
lege ls maintained by the state
for purposes of education. Whtie
the College must respond to
change, and its curricula will
influence the direction of social
change9 its basic mfSslon is not
to direct change nor to rectify
all the economic, political and
social ills of the country. The
College can and should lead and
serve in appropriate ways asan
"agent" of social change. How.
ever, the College asa corporate
body cannot and should not
attempt to enter areas in which
it has little knowledge and no
authorization, such as the poll.
tical sphere.
There must be a distinction
drawn between the College and
the individual within the Col.
le&e when it comes to political
activities and views. Members
of the college community are
welcome to take political action
and express political views, but
these must be the expressions of
individuals and not the corpor.
ate body of the College, and they
must · not interfere with the
rights of others.
The purpose of the College
and the nature of its operations
and policies are best under stood
when one considers who "owns"
the Calle"'e and who _pays for
its operations. Consideration
of these two topics, as given
below, will lead us to the ques.
tion of who is.. concerned about
the way the College ls governed.

responsible for the fulfillment
· •f the educational mission of.
the College as outlined in state
Jaw. It establishes basic poll.
cie:S, rules and regulations and
over sees the general manage ..
ment of the College, including
all employment. The Board re.
views and approves manyimpor.
tant matters, including budiet
reque'sts that are submitted to
the State Le11tlslature.
The Legislature in 1969 enact.
ed a law creating a coordinating
council for higher education.
The council is an advisory and
planning agency for all of high.
er education in this state, includ.
1Di this College. The council
is not a , regulatory or direc..
tive agency. It consists of nine
Jay members as a voting body,
but includes in its deliberations
the presidents of all public col.
leges and universities as well
as representatives from the
State
Legislature, · the com.
munlty colleges, the private col.
leges and the Governor's office.

OWNERS
The State Legislature, repre.
senting the people of the State
of Washingt~n, established the
College in 1891. The Leglsla.
ture has supported the College
with tax funds since that time,
expanding its educational mis.
sion and allowing and encourag.
Ing it to develop to its present
status as a multiple-purpose
state college.
The C9llege is ''owned" by
all the people of the State of
Washington, is ultimately responsible -to all the people, and
must avoid giving priority ·to
any special segment of the peo.
ple. The ''ownership" ls clear
by Jaw-it includes "all" equip.
ment, buildings and grounds.
By law, fhe Governor of the
state -appoints five citizens to
serve as a governing Boo.rd of
Trustees. The Board ls finally

FUNDS
The budgets of the College
for 1969-1971, $25,545,202 for
operations and $14,095,268 for
building purposes, represent the
type of investment the State
Legislature makes in Central
each two years. However, fl.
nancial · support from studenti=>
1s included in the -totals. The
-

federal government supplies
additional funds for specialpro.
grams and buildiDis, including
student leans.
Resident and non.resident stu.
dents pay tuition and fees of
$264 and $471 per year, re.
spectively. The yearly total of
these payments comprises a
very small percentage of the
yearly cost of operating and ex. ·
panding the College.
The tuition and fees mention.
ed above include a $75 per year
charge to all students to ·· meet
bond payments for the housing
system. The bonds could not
have been sold without the Col.
lege's agreeing to this condition
in 1958 and 1961. In addition
the student fees include $57 and
$171 charges per year for rest~
dent am:l non-resident students,
respectively, to repay bonds on
other buildings and to be used
in campus improvement. Thi 5
program could not be carried
on without this assessment,
which was established by the
Washington State Legislature in
1961. Also, approximately $7
per year per student from the
student activity fee, included ·
in the total, now pays the debt
---service on the Student Union
Building. Again, without this
fee, the building could not have
been constructed and enlarged.
The present level . of tuition
and fees, identical at all three
Washington State Colleges, is
below the average of Wash.
ington's public universities and
considerably below the averae-e
for the nation's state colle~es.
Given the increasing costs ·of
operations and the state's critical financial problems, it will
be most difficult to keep stu.
dent fees and tuitions atpresent
levels beyond 1971. It was prl.
marily throue-h Central's effort
in the legislature several years
ago that state college tuitions
and fees were set at the pre.
sent relatively low level. It ,
has been our position that' hip ,
rates millta.teaplnstequalityot ,
access for students; that the
nation itself pins as more stu.
dents are educated who can tin.
prove our social envlronme:it
(cont. on pg. 10)

l)Sections of this statement have been ta.ken ·from con.
text or modlfied from the original text of the ''State.
ment on Government of Colleges and Universities" pub.
Ushed by the American Association of University Profes.
sors in 1966. The AAUP statement was published as a
general guide for colleges an(j universities. Other sec ..
tions were taken by permission from context or modlfled
from a statement produced by the Trustees of George .
Williams College, Downers Grove, Illinois. Readers Ehould
understand that it is impossible to outline in one paper
all at the interrelationships and principles of government
that are important on a college campus.
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(cont. from pg. 9)
and national. economy.

FACTORS
Many off.campus individuals
and groups are vitally concern..
ed about Central. They include
the people of the state, who
''own" the College and provide
tax funds for its operations;
the Governor, whom we always
call on to take a position of
leader ship on higher
education; the Legislature with its
committees on higher education,
approving new degree program ~;
and allocating funds; the alumni
of the College, who know that
the succeii' of the College re.
lates directly to the value of
their degrees; the parenh,, who
want the best possible educa ..
ti on for their sons and daugh.
ters; and local citizens, who
_must live with the College and
understand its actions. From a
broad point of view, the people
of the entire UnitedStates should
be concerned, because their fed.
eral government provides Cen.
tral many tax dollars for its
programs.
While these people are not
campuE- residents, they trust us
to act responsibly and provide
the best possible education with
the resources they provide.
When they have concerns they
communicate directly with our
Board of Trustees, their elect.
ed representatives and the ad.
ministration of the College.
We cannot ignore them because
they have vested interests here.
Furthermore, we rely on them
for support; their votes author.
ize millions of dollars for new
construction and their contribu.
tions provide scholar ships for
needy students. State Referen.
dums 10, 15 and 19, as yoo all
know, provided millions to Cen.
tral for construction. Business.
men and Central alumni have
been instrumental in our pro.
grams through direct contribu·
tions and assistance. The Ur.
ban Renewal Program, which El·
lensburg's City Council spon.
sored, provided needed land for
campuE expansion.
I wonder if we campus rest.
dents fully understand what the
stakes in higher education are
today, both in our state and in
our nation. If our colleges and
universities continue to be pla.
gued by abuse of privilege, dis.
order and unre!'t, we will become completely estranged
from those who support us. A
move toward additional centralization of authority will take
place, with the possible elimina.
tion of our own governance.
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Tight fi~cal controls, budget
cutting, removal of local deci.
sion.making, and a lessening of
academic freedom will follow.
This is not the thinking of an
excessively fertile imagination
or the threats of a doomsday
sayer; on the contrary, look to
~alif ornia.
The colleges and
universities there are losing
their freedom to learn and their
freedom to make meaningful ·
. change. Frightening will be the
consequences for higher educa.
tion, re~rdless of all the "pro.
tections" we assume we have on
college campuses, when the gen.
eral public becomes completely
fed-up
with abuse, anarchy,
chaos, and unrest.
It behooves us to involve our
off.campus constituencies as
. fully as possible, consider their
concerns and provide them with
iii.formation. But the on.campus
groups - administrators, facul.
ty, staff, students, and trustees
- must be as,sured of freedom
from outside interference. Ob·
vioosly, we must have freedom
to learn and teach. In addi.
tion we want to govern the Col.
lege, because we "are" the Col.
lege while we are here. We
understand, of course, that we
hold the College ina "transitory
trust"- it is our responsibility
now, but others are bound to
replace us in the future. We
know that the degree of self
government we will enjoy dur.
in~ our time at
Central
is

Indeed,
the degree of self
government others will enjoy
in the future depends largely on
how we handle our trust.
But more must be said about ·
campus freedom. As residents
of this campus community, we
must demand freedom to pur.
sue our educational goals without being coerced or uriduly in.
fluenced by small pressure
groups from the general public
who represent extreme and of.
ten irrational philosophies. We
shoold be ever alert and never
forget that the degree of free.
dom we have today has been
hard.won by professors and
other s over a period of no less
than fifty years. But holding
the freedom we enjoy demands
as never before that we exer.
cibe caution and responsibility.
We have many freedoms now,
such as the right to criticize
the society that supports us,
to point to new directions and
to champion just but unpopular
causes. These freedoms rep ..
resent another important trust
that we hold and must not lose.
SHARING
The authority of the Board of
Trustees is influenced by legis.
lative and executive governmental authority. In addition, our
College is now rather large and
complex, and the Boa.rd, while
never delegating its final insti.
tutional authority, must share
its authority and responsibility

GEORGE'S

As our College grows, inter.
dependence among groups on
campus must increase if the Col·
lege is to progress; shared re.
sponsibillty helps promote su~h
development. Interdependence
among board, faculty, students,
staff and administration will be.
come inescapable because of the
variety and complexity of tabks
to be performed. The interests
of all will be coordinated and
related, and unilateral effort by
any one group will lead to confu.
sion and conflict.
There are two general con.
clusions regarding joint effort
that seem clearly warranted: ·
(1) important areas of action
may involve all the institutional
components, and (2) differences .

PHILLIPS

r:m
IS WHERE ITS AT

MERRY CHRISTMAS
HAPPY NEW YEAR
And All That • • •
See You Nex't Quarter
Thank You For Your Support
8th and Pearl

ROLES
The Board of Trustees dele.
gates broad responsibility to the
President, who in turn delegates .
much responsibility to others in
the campus community. On
items of business, the campus
community c o m m u n i·
cates through the President to
the Board and the Board com.
municates to the campus com.
munity through the President.
The Board constantly seeks to

responsibility tor .carryin&' I out
functions of business manage.
ment, fiscal planning, fund rais.
ing, public information and rela.
tionships with important seg.
ments of society.
The administration stimulates
innovation by suggesting pro.
grams for change, andposesap.
propriate questions for the con.
sideration of faculty, students,
trubtees and staff.
'The administration helpb to
assure that quality is maintain.
ed within the college programs
and procedures. It is respon.
sible to the Board for the' con.
tinuing accreditation of the Col·
lege by the various accrediting
agencies and for upholding the
quality of the degrees conferr.
ed on students.
The President, as the chief
executive officer of the Col..
lege, has both management and
leadership r e s p o n s i.
bilities which he cannot dele.
gate, but which he can share.
For example, he shares his
responsibility for the definition
and attainment of goals, for ad.
ministrative action and for
operating the communications
system which links the compo.
nents of the academic commun.
ity.
It is the duty of the Presi.
dent to see to it that the stan.
dards and procedures used with.
in the College conform to policy
established by the governing
board and to the standards of

Student Views Guide Colleges .
to a considerable extent with
administration,
faculty, stu.
dents and staff. But the real
purpose of sharing responsibil.
ity is not because of necessity;
it is to promote constructive
joint thought and action within
the institutional structure which
will help solve educational pro.
blems.

directly related to the degree
of retponsibility we assume
and how we work together, shar.
ing authority and responsibility.

in the weight of each voice,
from one point to the next,
should be determined by refer.
ence to the responsibility of
each component for the particu.
lar matter at hand. Example~ .
of important areas of concern
where many voices should be
heard are the size and compo.
sition of the student body, the
emphasis given to the various
elements of the educational and
research programs; long range
planning, budgeting, phy steal re·
sources and selection of princi·
pal administrative officers. Ex.
amples of two areas where one
voice must finally prevail are
(1) determination of the curri.
culum and (2) procedures of stu.
dent instruction. In theseareas
the faculty has primary responsibility, butevenhere, their
voices cannot exclude all others.
For example, faculty should
hear, and, in as many cases as
advisable, heed student sugges.
tions.

925-9920

insure that college affairs are
being well managed, rather than
attempting to manage these af.
fairs. The Board receives many
reports from the President and
groups. on campus, and through
these and other sources reviews
the operations of the College.
It monitors the congruence of
aims and procedures ofadmini•.,
stration, faculty, students and
staff.
It provides continuity
In all its
and perspective.
activities, the authoritY of the
Board rests in the board as a
whole and not through its
individual members.
As the Board delegates re.
sponsibility, it must undertake
appropriate self-limitation. It
must entrust primary responsi.
bility for administration to the
administration, teaching and re..
search to the faculty, manage.
ment of the service workload to
the staff and standards for self..
di ~cipline to the student. To
the extent that these campus
group~. accept their delegated
responsibilities, the Board can
uphold the integrity and reputa.
tion of the College, interpret its
procedures to the pubUc. and
join with the administra:Uon in
attempting to secure the finan ..
cial resources required to
operate the College.
The Board of Trustees· iE not
detached from the College as
some think. Trustees are on
campus frequently andare much
better informed on collee:e af.
fairs than most people realize.
.Board meetings are public meet.
in~s, open to anyone who wishes
to attend.

BOARD
The fundamental role of ad•
ministration is to support and
improve the educational ser.
vices of the College. The ad.
ministration provides overall
leaders1!1p and initiative. at.
tempting to enlist the interest
and efforts of all member groups
of the college community. The
administration coordinates the
activities of the component.{Xlrts
of t'le CollP!!'P, It ha.E major

sound academic practice. It is
also incumbent on the President
to insure that the views of the
college community, including
dissenting views, are presented
to the Board in those areas and
on those issues where responsl.
billties are shared. Similarly
the College should be inform.
ed of the views of the Boardand
the administration on those iE.
sues where responsibilities are
shared.
The President is largely re.
sponsible for the maintenance
of existing institutional resour.
ces and the creation of new re..
sources. He has ultimate mana ..
gerial responsibility for a large
area of non-academic activities,
and he is responsible for pub.
lie understanding. By the na.
ture of his office he is the
chief s:pokesman for the insti.
tution. In these and other areas
his work is to lead, to plan, to
organize, and to represent.
The President and hisadmini.
stra.tion cannot operate success.
fully or be held accountable 1f
they do not have the right to
review and approve the actions
of other ~roups on campus. The
Board of TruE,tees holds the Pre.
sident and the administration
strictly accountable in the area
of financial affiar sand generally
accountable in all other areas.
However, it is not an unusual
practice for the Governor, legis.
Iative committees, state fiE>cal
officers and others to hold Ute
President responsible for hi .c;
institution •
FACULTY

The faculty has primary re.
;;ponsibility for such fundamen.
tal areas as curriculum, sub.
ject matter and . methods of in.
struction, grading criteria, re.
search, and those aspects of
student life which relate to the
educational process. On these
matters, and on other ma tten
mentioned below; the power of
review and final decision lodged
in the governing board or dele..
gated by it to the Presient
should . be exercised adversely
(cont. on pg. 11)
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administrative
of curricular,
has been encouraiilli the parU.
and student Ute committees.
only in exceptional circum.
iOVerning processes of the Col.
Their role must be responsi. cipation of the Civil Service
If the experience of oilier cam.
stances. Reasons for reversal
lege to in.sure that they contri.
ble and influ~ntial. Students do , · staff and desires their wider
puses
is
meanindul,
even
ilii.s
of decision should be communi.
bute to the objectives of the
not, however, share the account. involvement in colle"e "overn.
will
not
last,
as
it
will
soon
cated to ilie :faculty when pos.
College. I welcome ilie coop.
ablllty for decisions that affect ment. At present they are re.
be'
replaced
by
tiiht
control
sible. It is desirable that ilie
eration and participation of any
the Colle"e as a whole. There presented by thetr elected Em.
from
above
ilie
ouside
•
.
faculty should, folloWini such
and all member~, of the college
are few obligations that are at. ployee Council. In addition the
communication,
have oppor.
CHANG.E
community in this action. I
tached to a student's position trade and service "roup has a
tunity for fUrilier considera•
will entertain any idea from any
with the C olle"e that hold him union to represent its special
All
successful
or~nizations
tion and further transmittal of
source reprdini new direc.
accountable for its functionin". ~terests. . Civil Service em.
must be open to adaption and
its views to ilie President and
tions, new relation ships and new
Faculty, administrators, statt ployees serve on three colle"e
self
renewal
as
new
conditions
Board. Bud,ets, manpower li·
and trustees, on the other hand. committees at present: LOJli
arise. In the resolution of cam. ,overnance structures. But I
mitatlons, ilie time element and
are held fully accountable for Ra°"e Plannlni, Insurance and
pus issues, ilie Colle"e has al. cannot exceed state Jaw and
the · policies of other ,roups,
Board policy in attirmi°" new
the College's direction, reputa. Retirement, and Campus Safety.
bodies and a"encles havlni
directions ·nor will I act uni.
tion, manaiement and "oal They should have representa.
jurisdiction over ilie institution
laterally.
achievement. Student account. tives on the Parldni ·commit.
may set limits to the realiza.
At .ilils time I am askini that
abillty must be increased as tee and other committees of
tion of faculty advice and pro.
all administrators review the
direct concern to their welfare
their involvement increases.
poEals.
programs and operating proce..
Student needs are strongly re- and the future of the .colle"e.
The faculty sets ilie requiredures for which they are ac.
lated to the educational exper.
ments for ilie degrees, deter.
WHOLE
countable ·to make sure that their
ience, both formal and infor.
mines when the requirements
offices are serving the !>est in.
mal. · Students ~xpect, and have
Thus, while ultimate auilior.
have been met, and recommends
terests of oiliers at ilieColleie.
a ri"ht to expect, that they ity and responsibillty for ilie
to ilie President and Board that
I urge iliem to involve oilier
will be stimulated by the edu.. Colleie rests wiili the Board of
the deil"ees be granted.
members of our campus com.
cational process to become- in.. Trustees, as the policy.maid~
Faculty status and related
munity in evaluation . and final
dependent citizens, and that they body, and the President, as the
matters are usually considered
decisions concerning changes.
will have effective teachini. The · chief executive, other
mema joint responsibillty wiili ad·
In the administrative area I be.
faculty, on the other hand, has bers of this special community
ministration; iliis area includes
lieve that whenever and where..
a riiht to expect that students _ participate actively in ilie de.
salary increases,appointments,
ever we have the necessary re..
will be serious about their edu.. cision.. making process. This is
reappointments, decisions not to _cation.
sources we should move rapid..
.
(
done in ilie belief that an in·
reappoint,
promotions, ilie
If t'he Colle"e tails snort tn
ly to improve ilie quality of
stitution of higher education is
~antini of tenure and dismls.
any respect in its attempt to
our operations to ilie point where
best governed by a system of
sal. However, the administra.
educate students, the students
there can be few, if any, valid
advice and consent, railier than
tion and ilie Board rely heavily
are affected and have a riiht to
claims tha. t change is necessary.
authority and compliance.
on the faculty in iliese mat.
express their concerns. To.
In addition I urge ilie leader.
We have ilie responsibility to
ters, for ilie faculty's judgment
day's college students are ex·
ship of ilie faculty, ~fodent gov.
practice certain principles and
is central to ieneral educational
pected to contribute substan.
ernment and Civil Service
to hold to certain standards in
policy. Furiliermore, scholars
tially to the improvement of the -this college community. . We
groups to launch similar pro.
in a particular field or activity
educational process. If inter.
,rams. The administration will
must demonstrate ilie rea ..
have competence for jud"ing
dependence on campusistohave
pledge its assistance and co.
sonableness of our approach to
the work of ilieir colleaiUes;
its fullest ·possible meani°" to
operation to the . extent that it
persons outside the community
in such competence it is im~li·
students it must incorporate the
ha~; the manpower and resources
who have a ienuine interest
cit that responsibility exist5for
ready demonstrated an ability to do so.
strellith, freshness of view
and investment in our Colleie.
both adverse and favorable jUdi..
to cooperate and to adapt to new
and idealism of the student body.
Central can be improved
If · we do not work tQieilier,
ments.
Students have a ri,ht to ex.
conditions. DuriJli iliis year rapidly if we commit our selves
before long we will have ~oth..
The faculty is concerned about
I will "ive special considera. to change throuih aireed-upon
pect: (1) to be listened to in
ing left except useless rhe ..
broad issues of the College a.s
tion to improvement of ilie
and out of the classroom with.
(cont. on pg.14 )
torte. confusi5>n and disorder.
an institution of hi"her educa.
out fear of reprisal for ilie sub.
----__,
tion, and expresses its views to
stance of ilieir views, (2) freethe Board ilirOUih the President.
dom to raise questions of insti.
In ilils and other concerns the
tutional policy and operation
faculty speaks throuih its elect..
and (3) the ri,ht to academic
ed representatives who consu.
due process when charied with
tute the Faculty Senate.
violations of institutional re,..
_ The principle of academic
ulations. In additlon,inmatters
freedom is essential to ilie role
of social life and student actiof ilie facultyiniovernance. Yet
vities, students have primary
this can only ilirive if the facul.
responsibility. The concept of
ty ls zealous in dischariing its
"in loco parentis" is rapidly
responsibilities to ilie purposes
di~ppearini. However, student
action must be in keepini with
the brood purposes of ilie Col.
leie, and students must realize .
as . "in loco pa:r;entis" disap.
pears, so does institutionalpro.
tection for those who violate the
laws of society. Re~rdless of
their aie, students a·ssume the
fUll responsib111ties of adults.
On Central's campus, ilie of.
ficers of the Associated Stu.
,dents are recQinized as the
·elected representatives of the
-students, just a s other elected
,roups, the Faculty Senate and
employee representatives and
unions, represent ilie faculty,
administration and Civil Service
employees. Students have al.
ready achieved wide involve..
ment in all affairs of the Col.
leie;. perhaps ilie best examples 1
are the votini membership ilie
Associated Students' President
holds in ilie President's Coun..
ell and his non.votilli member.
ship with ilie Board of Trus.
tees, and the newly acquired
representation of students on the
Faculty Senate.
'
(cont. from pg. 10)
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"I know the waI home

with my.eyes closed."

. STAFF
of ·the Colle"e and in its con.

cern for students. To be fully
effective -in these concerns the
faculty must provide not only
continuity and stability for ilie
College . but initiative and pro.
iressive leadership inconstant.
ly improving the institution.

STUDENT
· Students share with iliefaculty
and administration in shaping
policies and procedures throu~h
their involvement in a number

The members of theClvilSer.
vice staff have an interest in
the institution that "oes beyond
their assi"runents. Their work.
ini conditions are directly re.
lated to ilie success of the Col·
le~e.
The pride iliey have in
the institution and the support
they give it are important to all
of us. Civil Service staff are
often quite permanent residents
of ilie communityand "lastlOlli•
· er,, than many other staff, i.e.
:ire less transient.

Then you know the way too well.
Because driving an old familiar route can make you
drowsy, even if you've had plenty of sleep.
If that happens on your way home
.
for Christmas, pull over, take a break
and take two NoDoz®. It'll. help you drive hom·e~
.
with your eyes open.
"···-~ ·"'''
NoDoz. No car should be without it.
...:?:~//''.
::="·'<I".

©1969 Bristol-Myers Co.
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DRIVE CAREFULLY!

.ELLENSBURG

Association of Students of
Central Washingt~n
State College

THE

HARDWARE
925-1055

202 N. Pine

BARON

COLOR
CENTER

DUN FORD'S
205 N. Main

962-2551

ED'S CLEANERS
301 N. Pine -

BRANDING IRON &
TRAILER VILLAGE

Marv and
Betty
Kelley

506 S. Main - - 925-3222

By John Larson 'Ellensburg Chief of Police
1. Prepare your car for cold weather. You should
have enough anti freeze to protect your engine to
minus 30 degrees and use a thinner grade of oil for
easier starting.
2, Keep y~ 'Yindows cleared of snow and ice, Many
accidents occur because some .people clear only a
small hole to look through their windshields. Save
time by placing a sheet of plastic or cloth over your
windows the night before. Then you will be ready to
go in the morning.
3 Always drive with your headlights on. This makes
it much easier for other drivers to see you and avoid
collisions.
4, Watch .for black ice and wet leaves on the road, Avoid
.
_sliding by easing off the throttle,
5, Slow down on wet pavement. At speedS fu excess of
55 mph a hydroplane effect occurs and the front tires
actually ride on a film of water rather than on the
pavement.
Ellensburg is approaching 1000 days without a fatal
accident, We need your cooperation to meet ths goal
and set a new record. Above all, drive carefully and wear
your seat 'Le 1 What's your ·excu~e?
0

Barber Shop

- BIG JOHN'S

SAFETY SUGGESTIONS

925-1688

.

.D orothy McCullough
Third & Pine
Music
925-2671
Mills Saddle N Tog

"
In The Plaza - 925-9913

"~4,~
Your e; auty Health and Prescript ion Center"
CLARENCE HELGESON and JOE SCHWAB
925·5344

4th aod Pine

MODERN PHOTO
925-9854

206 E. 4th

4th & Main-962-2312'

Button Jewelers
925-8101'

MOIEY SAVER
DISCOUNT·STORE

WOODS ACE HARDWARE
310 N. Pearl

925-2961

505 N. Pine - 925-3133

HUSKY
TRUCK
STOP ·&:CAFE
Yakima Freeway Interchange

SIENIA BROS.

UGLY BEAR

705 S. Pearl

700 E. 8th - 925-9292
.

925-5378

119 E. 4th

C• PUS BARBER & SAUNA

r1er

"HOUSE OF QUALITY"
2nd & Pine

......
.
......

·--

. MAJOR. & THOMAS

.,

-

925-3326

111 West 3rd

-

CAPITAL PRINTING
412 N. Pearl -

COAST TO COAST 4th & Pine
STORES
925-2588

College .·
. Bookstore

CAMPUS TEXACO
8th & Euclid

-

TRIANGLE Auto SuPPLY

962-9403

100 N. Main

Ellensburg Floral Shop,

962-9876

925-5558

103 N. Main

FABRIC SHOP

9th & Euclid

413 N. Pearl

In The Plam

At your service

COLLEGE
BANKING@.CENTER
IN THE PLAZA
.

DEAN'S RADIO &TV
417 N. Pearl - 925-1828

ELLENSBURG
308 N. Ruby -

TELEPHONE
COMPANY

925-1425

C• PUS U·TOTE-EM

INDEPENDENT AUTO

925~1600·

603 .N. Main - 925-5539

llllllJer·rol's
111111111

LUNSTRUM

YOUR YEAR-'ROUND SCHOOL
SUPPLY HEADQUARTERS

111 E. 8th -

925-9851

100 E. Capital .

-L icari's Barber 5-h op.
~

113 N. Main

925-2000

103 l. 4th

962-2387

I .· .

422 N. Pine

2nd·& .....

962-9823

PINE BEAUTY LANE
307 N. Pine - 925-5955

LOVERING TIRE COMPANY.:

Le Page Book Shop

925-2950

Sears Roebuck & Co.
107 E. 4th
Downtown

Au10-WAsHETTE

SERVICE

~tl~~ &

THE GREAT PUT-ON

.

Bailey-Powell ::::!a~y
413 North Pine

"TOTAL COLOR"

416N.Pine

. JERRY'S

LARRY'S

925-9737..

IN THE PLAZA

925-5922

KITTYTAT
A&W

South of Town

MARGARET'S · _

VAUGHAN'S TIRE !SERVICE - lU\J~KeMBOel(El\

w
Ya:~:wayA & ·
.
3RD&PEARL

BIG J

DAIRY MART
608 N. Main Drive-ln-925,;.3588

THE TAY

ALBERTSON'S

925-9311

Dlal 925-1566

TEi & $0NS APPLIANCE .
408 N. Pearl - 925-2970

.. .
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.pies, which have behind them a
history of concern, are as
procedures; cha~e that l.s ac.
follows:
companied by communications.
a. The open speakers policy ·
reason, and respect for the
allows all individuals the right )
rights of others. As we change,
to hear speakers as well as
we must maintain certainrights .
the right to ignore their pre.
of the lndivldUal, such as the
sence on campus.
right of freedom of expression, ·
b. Individuals may decide
the right to petition for redress
whether or not to eat Callfor.
of grievances and the right to
nla grapes in college faclli.
express peaceful dissent.. In ·
ties.
addition we must protect rights
of another kind, . such as the
right of those who are held
accountable for actions to have
a strong role in the planning
and execution of those actions.
But at this time we must go·
beyond such considerations to .
assure the following: \
1. The educational program,
the activities of the College, and
the legitimate use of its faci~·
ities must not be willfully and
forcibly disrupted by any per.
son or groups of persons.
On a college campus, change is '
essentially a process of · self
renewal that involves the inter.
, ests of many people; there is
no place in this process for
coercive ac.tions by dissident ,
members of the community. The
College will not respond to or
tolerate . such actions. At the
same time the College wlll try
to a void · using coercion and
force. The institution must try
not to offend the rights or indi..
victual di~ty of any of its stu.
c. Legal age students have
dents, faculty or staff.
the right to consumealcohollc
2 Those who are held account.
beverage in their dormitory
·abl~ must not yield to force and
rooms or to avoid the option.
coercion by takingunilateralac.
ct. Members of the college
tion on programs of concern to
community are free to decide
other segments of the college
whether or not they wish to
community.' However, those who
be interviewed by prospective
are accountable mustpercelve
employers. As with the speak·
the need for change and work
ers policy, the campus rec.
with others to accomplish it in
ognlzes that employers have
order that means other than
the privilege to be on campu5 i
force may be perceived as ''ef.
and present their points of
f ective" means for change.
view, but their presence is
3. Those who propose cha~e
not to be taken a .s endorse.
in matters of general concern
ment by · the campus of their
to the. college community must
presentations. Any employ.
use accepted, orderly proce.
er may visit the campus for
dures. Those who establish
recruitment purposes.
procedures must assure they
e. Unless an exception is
are legitimate, hence accepta ..
_announced by the administra.
ble, and do in fact induce an
tion, the College expects its
intelligent sense of order.
faculty to meet classes as
4. The right of individual de..
scheduled for the rights of
cision must be preserved when
1
individual students are lnvolv.
it does not infringe on the rights
ed. The instructor is expect.
of others. Thi~ is extremely
ed to make arra~ements for
important during a time when
the class to meet and.or to
many individuals feel they have
continue its edqca ti on when the
no·influence over the conditions
instructor cannot possibly at.
that affect their lives. Here at
tend. The individual student
Central we have observed the
ts paying fees and tuition and
rights of individuals and have
expects to learn through the .
championed them a s an implied
leaqership of instructors.
and stated policy for a consider·
Taxpayers are making much
able number of year b. Exam.
(conto from pg. ll)
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STUDY FATIGUE?
CALL US FOR
PROMPT RELIEF .

Fastest Delivery In .T own
6-11 :30 pm DAILy·
925-1600

ROSSOW'S
CAMPUS U·TOTE-EM
Next to the Bowllng Alley

Campus Disorder And Unrest
Brings Estrangement
'reater contributions than stu.
· the instructor in this and other
dents to the College for the
matters are clearly stated in
benefit of all people, and have
the "Faculty Code of Person.
high expectations.for results.
nel Policy and Procedures"
With regard to events such as
and the "Faculty Handbook".
the Moraforium, the right of
SUM
all students to attend class
The College has been .sus.
must be preserved; the right
talned since 1891 by basic con.
to be absent without prejudice
cepts and processes of college
from the instructor must also
government such as those dis.
be considered. Students are
cussed in lJiis paper • Alth~h
denied their rights of attend.
our present college government
ance and instruction if the in·
shows modern adaptations, it
structor or department can.
continues to operate within the
eels classes. On all other
requirements of state laws and
days, the College expects the
it continues to provide a frame.
instructor to carry out his
work for cha~e and progress.
basic ret>ponsibllity for con..
All of the members of this
ducting the fundamental edu..
campus community must show
cation program without inject.
new concern if we are to main.
ing nonrelevant material. 'l'he
ta.in our own government and
rights and responsibilities of

preserve the freedoms that we
currently enjoy. Those who wish
to tamper with the college's gov.
ernment, its financial, histori.
cal and legal base and its edu.
cational mission must under.
stand the conEiequences of such
tampering for the entire cam.
pus.
Those who think that
' the college administration and
for the wide number of uncon.
cerned faculty, staff and stu. ·
dents on this campustowakeup,
to realize what ls at stake, and
to demonstrate loyalty to the in·
stitution and what it stands for.
our action or inaction we
will be making a choice b.etween
responsible self government
and control from above and out.
side.
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Administrators React To ASC Reso Iution
by Bob Lutgen

News Editor
On Nov. 17, the ASC Legis.
lature passed a resolution con.
demning the actions of "adminf.
strators" in their attempt to
cha~e the position adopted by
the legislature concerning the
San Francisco Moratorium.
The legislature had voted
funds to send .40 students to San·
Francisco to particpate in the
Vietnam Moratorium. On Nov.
12 the legislature changed their
motion from sending particf.
pants to sending observers to
San Francisco. This change
was brought about b.e cause of
several administrators attend.

-

The college has takenandcon!•
subject an issue to free and
the meeting.
and undersand the other side."
tinues to take stands, Olson said.
s-everal of the admlntstra tors.
Dr. Witherspoon said "any open debate."
ROTC is one example of a po.
Dr. Terrey said that the fail·
were contacted by the "Crier"
member of the academic com.
litical stand taken by the col•
and asked their opinion of the
munity should feel comfortable . ure to send students to the mora.
lege, he- said •
resolution adopted by the legis.
in attending meetings of other . torium does not mean that the
On the matter of whether or
college supports the war. The
lature.
groups, it not,_ free dialogue ls
issue
involved
is
the
use
of
state
not
the administrators present
impossible."
The resolution also passed by
at the legislature used coer.
money.
Dr. John Terrey; until last
the Soclol~ Department, as.
clon, Dr . Olson Sa.id that the
If the original motion passed
week the executive assistant
serted that the administration's
vice president, dean of students,
by the legislature was not chang.
tactics were outrageous and . to the president, said "as col.
executive assistant to thepresi.
ed to sending "observers" it
lective bodies the deliberations
coercive, and that the position
dent and the business mana.ger
could have effected the entire
I hop-e are op'en to dialogue
paper of Dr. Y. T. Wither spoon
came to the meeting to ,exer.
college, he said.
among all the different bodies."
dean of students, was plageris..
·cise their power.
"The decision of the ASC Leg.
''For administrators to diE·
tic.
The admlnistrationhaspower.
islature should have been made
cuss with the ASC legislature
Dr. Witherspoon said that he
and they let the ASC legislature
an issue of concern ls a part with all the possible consequen..
had "no intentions of coercing
know it, Olson said. If they felt
ces considered," Terrey said.
anybody" with the position pa.
of the dial<>iUe,n Terrey said.
threatened then it was coercion,
The
institution
as
an
institu
..
per and he had hoped that the
"To construe it as coercion
he said.
tion
should
not
attempt
to
block
le~slature would "simply-Uste:and intimation ls to refut;e to
Olson feels that a threat was
any debate on a subject, Dr.
obvious in the position paper
Witherspoon said. By either
given out by Dr. Witherspoon.
supporting the moratorium or
Another point brought out in
supporting the Vietnam war, the
the resolution passed by boththe
institution would be taking
ASC legislature and the Socio.
~ stand and thus be blqcklng a
logy Department was that of
, segment of discussion, he said.
plagerism by Dr. Witherspoon.
slble to agree with, and thus,
the groups or organizations that
The college should be
an
Dr. Witherspoon said that the
could not endorse the paper.
will come to us and express open forum, · Dr. Terr.ey said,
reference and qu~tatlon marks
You are accused of fore~ us
their opinions.
in which every individual has
were left out in the final draft
into a position which "unques..
We feel that it ls time that the right to be wrong. If an
of the position paper.
tionably supports the governthe silent majority of the stu. institution can take a stand and
· He noted that the original
ment's position on the Vietnam
dents be heard, if only in whis. commit resources in support of ·
draft
did pve eredit to Profes.
War." We do not think tliai
pers. At lea st, we would know a stand, the institution runs the
sor Stigler'sJ article ln Newsthat is what we did in our ac.
how they stand. We donotmea.n risks of supporting gooda~dbad
week magazine, Dr. Withertions, which were, to mereir . to say that we will favor any causes.
spoon took part of this article
change the wording of our mora.
particular political faction over
Dr. Terrey asked this ques.
for
use in the posi tlon paper.
torlum decision. If anythiJli,
any other. We plan to give each tion: "Once you take a posi.
The final document, without
it broadened the field of sbi.
equal and honest individual eva.
tion can you be objective?"
credit to ·the author, was the'
dents to include those who did
luation, and consider the effect
If an institution takes a stand
one presented to the legislature.
not want to participate as well
of our decisions on the student there is a possibility of blockDr.
Olson said that even th~h
body.
as those that did. I'm sure
ing off part of tile debate, he
Dr. Witherspoon claims a clerl.
that the original actions of the
I hope our stand is clear.
said.
cal error was responsible for
delegates to San Francisco re.
Since we could not agree with
"Let's debate the issues in
the mistake, the final responsi.
malned the same, in spite of
the idea in the paper present. a manner to test the logic.
bllity for accuracy rests with
any word changes we couldhave
ed at the meeting Monday night,
This, it seems to me, ls the
the author.
we could not endorse it. It is function of an academic insti.
It is this kind of "bumbour responsibility to let you
tution.
I do not accept the
ling 5tupidity" that turns stu.
know our opinions, as it ls your notion that an institution which
dents away from the institu.
responsibility to let us know
serves to support debate and
tion, Dr. Olson said.
yours. Thank you for your in..
dissent ls fostering individual
Dr. James Brooks, Central's
terest and your tme.
neutrality," Dr. Terrey said.
Sincerely,
President,
said that the reso.
Dr. Virgll Olson, chairman of
Linda Jay DeRooy
lution finally leads to the ques.
the Sociology Department, also
Suzi Philip
tion of the roles of the different
endorsed the resolution pa ~sed
Richard Lehman
groups on campus and the auth.
by the ASC legislature.
James R. John~on
orlty to spend state money.
Dr. Olson said that the posi.
Timothy H. Wing
Dr. Brooks said that he would
tlon paper issued by Dr. With.
Frank E.Morrls
erspoon suggested that the col. f.s5ue a statement early next
Sherry Bockelle
lege not take political stands. quarter on these questions.
Y.To WITHERSPOON
...dean of students ....
Another reason that we could
not feel free to endorse this
paper is that it seems a :; though
the intent of it is to discourage
you from coming to our meet.
103 North Main
925-5922
ing s, -expressing your opinions,
and taking an interest in what
we are doing.
This would be a gross injus.
tice to us, and it would be a
gross injustice to the students,
. to not have you care and also,
, express, whether pro or con.
We do not want to see you cease..
to care. It is our duty, as a
student representative body, to
know how the administrators
f~el, even if it does not neces.
sarily agree with our own poll..
tical decisions.
That brings us to the final
point of this letter. The ASC
also unanimously passed a pro.
posal that we, as a body, do
have the right and the respon.
sibility to take political sta.nds
and to "act on any values, be.
Our guarantee eXtends to new Firestone Town & Country tires
on drive wheels of passenger cars, for the entire life of the orig.
liefs or attitudes presented to
inal tread design. Claims are pa.id by the dealer or store isauins
The pui'po.se of
the ASC ."
the guaranteq certificate.
this proposal is to point out
/
11
that we feel that we have the
~/so
avai~able
with
/ce Grip" studs
freedom to pursue the inter ..
ests of the students.
This emphasis on the inter.
ests of the students is essen.
tlally stating an ideal of our
WINTER RECAPS
WINTER BRAKE SPECIALS
body.
Pursuit of the inter.
•
with
regular rubber for
WINTER
ALIGNMENI'
ests of the students is our prt.
studding or sawdust rubbe_
r.
mary function. Whether or not
SPECIALS
we do this will depend upon us,
as student legislators, and upon
~

MU!s~tt~1ty Report

to Dean Y.T. Witherspoon by
ASC Legislators who opposed
the Position Paper passedatthe
Nov. 17 meeting.)
Dear Dean Wi~erspoon,
. We wish you coold have beep.
at the ASC meeting on Mon.,
Nov. 17. For, unless you were
there, you can not know the extent nor the limits of our dis.
cussion concerning the paper to
denounce your actions by ap.
pea.ring at our meeting on Nov.

12.
This paper was passed after
extensive discussion, several
revisions and after the original·
ly presented paper was voted
down once. Many factors were
brought up in our discussion;
there were numerous semantic
changes made; however, these
did not change the idea nor the
content of the paper.
I am sure you have received
a copy of the paper that receiv.
ed the majority vote of the ASC.
This letter ls just to inform you
of the feelings of the minority
voters.
We feel very grateful that
you and Vice President Jacob.
sen would take the time and
that you are interested enough
in what we are doing to come
and express your views to our
body. It would be nice if we
could get such prompt respon.
ses "from the ~tudents. Maybe
then it would be more clear tO
us how they feel, as it became
clear to us how you feel.
Whether or not we ag:ree with
you is not the issue here; it
ls that you cared enough about
our welfare as a governingbody
to inform us of the way things
have gone in the past. You
were more or less telling us to
be on our guard.
We were, I think, a little sur.
prised to find that the paper
that you presented to us was
taken almost completely from an
article by Milton Frledmaµ. in
"Newsweek~', of Nov. 10.
It
would have been much moref
agreeable all around, had that
fact been made known to our body
upon presentation of the paper.
However, that also, ls not the
issue.
The paper renouncing your ac·
tions says that we felt that:
your actions were "bordering on
blackmail, veiled threats of loss
of autonomy as well as loss of
funds at the hands of the state
government."
It also says that "everyone
knows that the ASC as a whole
and students across the nation
widely support the mobilization
in San Francisco.'' These are
poblts wich we found U lmpos.

a

. . 1~

VAUGHAN'S

·Tire Service

&UARAllTEED TD liD
thru ice 111ud & snow
or WE PAY THE TOW/

SPURS Hold Bazaar

LegislOtors Can't
Agree 011 Politicsi
by Gary Larson
Mana9in9 Editor
Should the ASC leiJ,slature,
as a representative political
body of the students, take poll.
tical, social and moral stands?
That question was answered
two weeks ago when the legis.
lat\,u'e unanimously passed a
statement saying it could pur.
sue the interests of the studentE ·
without being coerced by groups
other than Central students.
This grew out of reaction to
the presence of Dr. Y. T. Wt.
therspoon, dean of students, at
an ASC meeting in which he
asked the legislators to reconst..
der their allotment of money to
· send students to the San Fran.
cisco Moratorium.
He asked, "should the univer.
sity as an institution enter
moral, social or political move.
ments?"
The following week the legis.
lature passed a resolution con.
demning Dr. Witherspoon and
the other administraters pre.
sent for trying to coerce and
manipulate the legislature.
That motion passed 11-8.
Seven of the dissentlni legiE.
lators have written and sent a
minority report to Dr. Wither.
spoon explaining their post.
tion and it appears in .full text
in this issue.
Frank Morris, legislator-at.
large, supported the minority
report and explained the two
main objections of the dissen.
ters.
HFfr st, a group of men po.
litely said at our meeting that
we may have made a mistake
and wanted us to think about
it,'' eXplained Morris. "'We
don't think we were coerced in
any way, just advised."
, Morris went on to say "the.
paper
was presented. voted
down, quickly scribbled on and
reworded, presented aea,in, and
then it was passed.''
He commented. that even lf
they supported what it said, they

would not send such a ''hap. '
hazardly written paper" to the :
administration.
"Many of the legislators who .
passed the rewritten version had
no idea. of what they passed,"
sa~d Morris.
Mike Reid, off-campus legis.
lator, and one of the supporters .
of the paper, said, "We changed
some of the wordini because ·
some. of the legislators thought ·
it was overstated."

inconsistencies. Fven cha~ :
the wordine didn't help that
much."
Reid explained that the idea
behind the paper supportini the
ASC's right to take stands on ·
thlJlis is "the colleie student
iOVernment is not supposed to
sit ideally by and see things .
happen."
He sees the paper asa spring.
board so that the school. can
participate in areas of con• .
cern, not just milltarism but
racism, poverty, disease, and
pollution.
Morris explained that he can
see no significant results, post.
tive or ne~tive, comiJli from
the paper. "It tells what we've
been doing all along," saidMor.
ris.
He added, "I think the avid
supporters of the papers were
more occupied with braggln&t
about past actions than eoln&
ahead with n~w programs."

A~tn

this year, the annual SPURS Christmas Bazaar
offers a wide variety of colorful items, available at a
minlmal cost. Roeer Boyer looks over a candle shown to
him by Gwen Ensley, chairman of this year's Bazaar.
The sale is beini held from Monday, Dec. 1 to Friday,
Dec. 51 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Retreat Mec.hanics.
Made Clear
Aerospace
FRANK E. MORRIS
. .. oppases coalition•••

from campus routine, providing

He thought the paper had a
discussion or entertainment, ls
very good idea. behind it.
what could be called a retreat.
Clair Jones, off.campuslegis.
Retreats are handled by the
lator, agreed withReidandsaid,
retreat committee. The com.
"We, as more or less an in·
mtttee consists ot two legisla.
dependent body, sho\lld make
tors appointed by the Executive
decisions and stands, whereas
Boo.rd With the approval of the·
the administration says we're a
Legislature, one executive of.
neutral body."
·
:ficer and the A$soclated Stu.
Jones said that the legisla.
dents of . Central (ASC) Retreat
ture has finally done something
that might get Central's "silent · Director.
majority'' to speak up.
The director wW be appoint.:
Rick Lehman, off.campus
ed by the Executive Board with
legislator and supporter at the
the approval ot the Legislature.
minority
report, said, ''We
The executive officer w1ll vote
should .be able to take a stand
only
to break a tle.
on just about anything."
He exlained, "I liked the let.
Retreats are a program which
ter (condemning Dr. Wither.
get, students, faculty and guests
spoon) but there were too many . a way from campus for recr~.
tlonal activity, academic obser.
Tatlon and other purposes.
A specUic date wW be set by
the ~etreat Committee bywhich
all appllcatlons for retreats
during an upcoming quarter wW
be due.
After allotments ot the appl1.
cations have been granted, the
ASC Retreat Director shall as.
sJ.st ea.ch group receiving f!Dan.
clal backing in carrying out their
retreats.
All groups, dorms, clubs and
departments shall receive the
program appllcatlon and due
. <Btes shall be publicized well
1n advance.

.~~·.1r Yih ich ever way
you go •••
Fill Your ·Tank!
BUT FILL rouRSELF AT

·ARC TIC ·CIRCLE
C~mpus

Education Classes
Prepare Teachers In Aviation.

A program which ls cUt:ferent

a change in setung, company,

\ RIADY TO LEAVE TOWN? ..

Just Across

~~~-

on 8th

flown by radio navigation, he
Wayne R. Mattsoo, assistant
professor of aerospace educa.
said.
At Wenatchee, the students
ti.on at Central, said that plans
will touch down and inspect the
are being made to offeranaero.
flight service station there, ac.
space education minor at Cen.
cording to Mattson.
tral by the end of the year.
The third and last leg of the
Mattson commented that there
day, Mattson said, will bring the
are around 80 students enroll.
students back to Ellensburg.
ed this quarter inaviationclass.
They will fly this leg of the
es. A large percentage ofthe~e
trip by pilotage, 1.e ., by riv.
students are enrolled in the In.
er s, roads, etc.
troduction to Aviation class.
During the flight, each stu..
The purpose of the class, Matt.
dent will take a turn at the con.
son said, "is to interest stu.
trols, communications, and na.
dents in flying and· to prepare
vigation, switching positions on
teachers in aviation."
·
each leg of the flight, said
"It is a good program," he
Mattson.
·said, ''and just beiinnlng to blos.
Mattson added that"many stu.
som.''
dents think of Aero.s pace stud.
' The intro class is basically
ies as being a part of the ROTC
a ground school course, accord.
Ing to Mattson. However, the · progra'm." "It is a civillan
students will get in about three , department," he said, "and open
to anyone who would like to
hours of actual flying time, he
take the classes."
said.
·
Much of the misunderstanding
The highlight of the intro
stems
from the placement of
class is an all-day flight to
the aviation curriculum in the ·
Moses Lake, Mattson said.
1969-70 General Catalog with
Students in groups of three
that of the ROTC program, he
will meet at 8 a.m. out at the
said.
airport to iO through the plan.
ning for the flight, he said. The
threesome will then begin the
- first leg of the flight. Theywill
On the Dec. 9 "Crosstalk"
fly over to Moses Lake using
Mrs. David Foster, Ellens·
dead reckoning navigation, Matt.
burg housewife, and Profson said.
essor Don McAfee, health
Then the group will take ·off
education, :will discuss sex
on the second leg of the excur.
education, Tuesday night
sion which will take them to
at 9:15.
Wenatchee. This leg will be
'"Crosstalk" ls a listener par•.
ticipation radio program pro..
duced by Central as a public
service and ls aired on KXLE.
AM ·a nd KCWS.AM and FM. The
program is intended to allow
residents of the area to express
their views on current issues. ..
Each week the program fea.
tures one or more guests who
are prepared to answer ques. ·
tions or otherwise engage in
conversation with listeners, who
9~~-9403~
can participate in the program
, by dialing 963-2311.

SOM.ETHING N.E W

COMING ilN .JANUARY

,.M err/ Christmas

·C•PUS TEXACO
8th and Euclid

Talk-Show

.

.

"

Free IUniversifY. Spans·Valley Gap
.With Interest And Knowledge
1

; The Kittitas Valley Free Unt.
verslty, planned by the ASC,
will beiln early next Winter
Quarter• The proe-ram is betne
. prepared by Ken Burda, assis.
ta.nt director of student activi•
: ties.
Mr. Burda said, "Anybody can
teach, anyone can take it, any.
thing can be taught." Any sub..
ject of interest can be taught
·if there ls someone to tea~ it
and if there are students to
learn it. The classes may be a

few weeks long or continue in.
associated with Central but rt
deflnitely, Burda said.
is a student activity There.
Burda also said that the Free . fore, the school will have a
U • will allow the local commun.
hand in setting if up Burda
tty to get involved in collere
said.
'
life. This should lessen the
, The class ca.ta.log wlll be is.
"gap" between the college and . sued on Jan. 14. A supply of
he town of Ellensbur,, he said.,
ca.ta.logs and information on the
Freedom of inquiry of ideas ls
university w111 be available at
che basis for the Free U. said ·the Director of Student Activi..
Burda. On all that ls required
ties' office in the SUB. Forms
of students, Burda said "In·
for the class coordinators wlll
terest ls primary, desire and
also be available in the SUB.
knowledge •• .in that order." . Classes for the Free U will
The Free U. is not directly
begin on Jan. 28.
0

Business

Resident Assistants' wages
are averaged into the lastgroup
under sta. te pay. Their com.
· plaint is not the amount of pay
that they receive per hour.
Other students on campus may
work up to 15 hours a week,
if they choose to do so. RA 's
may not get pay for over ten
hours a week. This is their
complaint.
Lehman said that when RA s
work over 10 hours a week, they
should receive pay for thot>e
hours.
All students on campus who
get $1.40 an hour now will have
their pay raised to$1.55anhour
January 1, Liboky said.
This raise ,fn pay w111 not
make a difference to RA s in
the number of hours a week
that may be worked.
Don Wise, dean of men, said
that the question was not whether or not RAs' work more than
ten hours a week (because he
agrees that some do), but "how
to change the funding."
Dean Wise said that if the
RAs want moremoney, they may
have to ask other departments
to cut blck part of their budgets.
The Deans' Council makes the
decision about how state funds
will be allotted to the college
departments, Wise 58.id.
Funds have gone to buy lab
equipment and to pay for a tra.

M~sters

Central may offer a graduate
lea.ding to a master's
degree by the fall of 1971.
~~. Lawrence Danton, chair ..
man of the Business Administration and Economics Depart.
ment, said that at the present
time it is definitely In the ten.
ta tive stage and the program is
not at all certain.
Before the program is to go
pr~m

Draft
(cont. from page 1, col.5)
Jay Spaulding,
off.campus
sophomore and ex-service man
said: "I think it's a fairer sys.
tern, but regardless of the fair.
ness there will always be the
individual who thinks it's un.
fa.Ir because he is on top. It
might ca.use a great amount of
dissent among our own age

i!'OUP."
Johnny Walker, off-campus,
said: "I ·-don't ca.re, I'm · not
going anyway."

Reserved For
Nixon

vel budget to hire new profes.
sors, Wise continued. In the
· recent past the emphasis of the
budget has been on _academic
concerns.
He said that the "chairmen
of the different departments
come before the Dean's Coun.
cil and make their pitch for the
funds they want. Then the Deans'
Council closets Itself and splits
the buqget."
Student. Sta.ff Personnel is not
represented on the Council. If
they were, they would only be
entitled to one vote anyway,
Wise explained.
Efforts to compare the wages
of Central's RAs with other
colleges in the northwest are
continuing. These figures are
to be used by RAs in their
struggle for better wages.

Variety In
Art Show
There wlll be a sale and ex•.
hiblt of student art work in
Room 231 of the Fine Arts
Building from Weds., Dec. 3,
12-5 p.m. and Dec. 4.6 at a.
5p.m.
Pottery, paintings, drawtnes,
prints, sculpture, photographs
and jewelry w111 be presented.
The public ls Invited.
For infor ma ti on ca.11963-2665.

By '71, Dept. Says

into effect It must be authoriz.
ed by the state legislature. At
present, a curriculum ls being
developed and will be submitted
to the administration next fall
for approval.

f

..

•
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Central is one of the only
Washington colleges to have a
Campus - Drug Advisory Com.
mittee. The function of this
committee is to furnish infor.
ma ti on and to help those stu.
dents who are either using drugs
or those who are just search.
ing for Information.
The committee iscomposedof
students, faculty, admlnistra.
tors, doctors and citizens. The
committee helps to direct stu.
dents towards school policy on
drugs and ·there ls a special
reserve section in the library
on drugs.
Don Wise, dean of men, said,
"The drug committee is the only
one of its type in Washington
colleges that · I know of. The
main purpose of this commit.
tee is to provide information
and help to those students who
want it."
The drug committee has a
pamphlet that was written and
edited by Don. McAfee, asso.
elate professor of Health Edu.
cation. The title of the pam.
phlet ls "Tune In or Turn Off.''

The pamphlet covers the druealso in the nation. The biggest
problem, according to the pam.
phlet, ls -still alcohol. About
85-99 per cent of all college
students drink.
"Since the new policy ofallow.
Ing alcohol in the dorms has
passed the crime rate and traf.
fie accidents Involving students
that have been drinking has
· gone down In the area of Ellen~
burg," said Wise. He also
said he was very pleased with
the policy and thought it was
going quite well.
"The drug problem here at
Central Isn't really hld at all,
there are many students that
do try "pot" or marijuana, ·
but they are not causing any
problems ·so it makes it hard
to pick them up when they carry
on in a quiet way," said Wise.
''The drug committee ls here
to' help students, · and any s tu.
dents in need of help should
contact me or one of the other
members of the drug commit..
tee," said Wise.

TEXCHRISTMAS Gin IDEAS
&SONS
APPLIANCE CENTER

THE COLOR
PLAYMATE 12"

long fife dependability,
precision color viewing i
and lightweight
:
·portability add up to
the new Admiral
Color Playmate 12".

:ONLY

127995

Model 2010P

Admiral Portable Color TV is precision Color TV. Precision
designed and precision es:i_gineered for precision performance.

Cartridge· Tape Cases - '3 65 - •795
Stereos - Radios
Lowest Prices on Records and Tapes.
You Save More at TEX & Sons

. If the program does go into
effect, Dr. Danton said they
would hope to have about sixty
students enrolled.

-

Stop in and
our vast
assortment of
GI F T·S
for
Christmas giving.

...........•.
....
·. ·····- ·······

SHARP - HOT LATE MODELS
'69 Buick Skylark Sport Cpe., Factory Warranty
'68 Impala Sport Cpe~, Factory Air ..........
'67 .El Camino V-8, Automa~ic,
Power Steering, Factory Warr;anty . . . . . . . .
'67 Impala Sport Sedan, Factory Air Cond ....
'67 Galaxie 500 Sport Sdn., factory Air Cond.
'67 Chevelle SS 396, 4-Speed,
Power Steering, Factory Warranty . . . . . . . .
'_66 Impala 4-door V-8 Automatic,
Power Steering, · Factory Air Cond. . . . . . . .
'64 lmp<Jla Super Sport, V-8, 4-Speed .. ... . .
'64 . Buie~ Skylark, V-8, 4-Speed .............

$2995
$2395
$2195
$1995
$1945
$2095

IERRY CHRISTMAS!

$1745
$1195
$1095

BUTTON. JEWELERS

Make Some One Person Happy For Chrlstmm

1

BUTTERFIELD CHEVROLET .
1008 S. Ma~n

•

'Problem Booze, Not Drugs
Says New Drug Booklet '

Resident Assistants Still .Seek More
Student Staff Personnel Com.
mittee, a student-faculty grie.
vance committee, is still con.
sidering Central Resident As.
sista.nts' request for higher
wages.
Richard Lehman, chairman of
Student Worker Union Commit.
tee, and Clint Smith, Muzzall,
represented the RA 'E, position
at a recent meeting.
John Liboky, director of ft.
nancial aids, reported the aver.
age hours and average pay of
students working on campus.
Work study students (those
with definite financial need)
work 361h hoursandearn$51.67
a month on the average. This
program ts partly subsidized
by the government.
Local payroll students (those
working in housing and auxw..
ary services) average 301h
hours and earn $51.67 a month
on the average. This program
ls partly subsidized by the gov.
ernment.
Local payroll students (those
working in housing and auxiliary services) average 301h
hours and $45.79a month. There
are no state funds for this type
of employment.
State payroll students (thoE.e
employed by the deans of men
and women, Liboky's staff and
other!:) average 31 hours and
$44.59 a month.

'
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WE TRADE ~ORE NEW MONEY FOR USED BOOKS
Your used textbooks are a~ g·0o~ as money in
the bankl ~obody, but no~dy, pOys more for
second-hand books tha,, ~ERROL'S.. We'JI give
.you 50%· IN CASH for books scheduled next
Largest Selection of Used
j

Official .T•xtbooks in the Area·r

quarter. Highest prices also paid . for texts to
be used in future· quarters, and for disc_ontinued texts. Get the cash out of .y ocr textbooks todar, at . . .

IHHIJe~rrol's

111111111 book departmeillt
.

111 E. 8th AVE~

e

925-9851

land Of Giants

Central Gymnasts
Show New Strengths

Tall Saints Challenge 'Cats Five

parallel bars and rings he took
tenth at the NAIA Nationals last
season while sick. He should
be ready to go into the first
meet of Winter Quarter.
Central's returning lettermen
include Ken Krebs ln vaultln&r
and free· exercise, Ken Platt in
all.around, Norm Moll onparallel ~rs · and free exercise,
Roe-er .Smith who wlll be bin.
~~~~ · by the healing of a bro.
.: :ken wrist incurred over the sum.
Eastern this year appear,s · ,:./ mer but nevertheless wlll be
.~trong . in .. only · two of the ·:'5'b (· · on the high bar, rings and free
events : fre·e exercise and the
exerci&e, Dave Rothermel "our
side horse. The Savages lost
best side horse man," Ed Barn.
a number of top men through gra.
hurse who "may qualify . for
duation last year. According to
the nationals" in all.around and
Lazzar, Central ls capable of
Fred Trousdale, a ring special.
equallng their streD&tth this sea.
ist who ha.s ''developed a nason.
tional callber routine" thi~:
year, Lazzar said.
'tWSU is lacking in depth thi.f;
New freshman· prospects are
year. We were one and one
Frank Perrone wlth "excellent
a&ainst them la.st season, but
potential'' in the all.around and
this year I think we can be
Bob Arnold who ls taking over
the trampollne duties with no
consistent," he said.
"We are pretty strong in the
previous formal training or
,rings and high bar, and have
competition, but "should be one
goQd depth, so it should be real
of the best" in the future, Laz.
close competition," he added.
zar said.
Dick Foxel will not be goill&t
Transfer Keith Harvey from
out for this fir st meet due to
Green River c.c. wlll be on
the rlrigs.
ellgiblllty problems. On the
Sat. Dec. 13, the Wildcatgym.
nastic squad beilns lts third
season of competition ln·a meet
at Pullman a&ainst Washln&ton
Siate and Fastern. "It's go.
lng to be pretty close thls year,"
siated Coach Dennis Lazzar,
"we've iost several outsiand.
lng amnasts since last sea.
son but we've gained consider.
ably ln depth and experience.''

Central's Wildcats may think
they are ln the land of &!ants '
when St. Martins iakes to the
maples tomorrow night in Ni·
cholson Pavilion. The Saints
will help Central launch the
'69.'70 baskethl.11 season.
St. Martins coach Jerry Ver.
milllon ts sportill&t one of his
iallest and most experienced
teams. He has stx re~
lettermen, four of whom were
siarters last year. And they
are TALL. Ten of the 18 var.
sity players are 6-5 or ialler •
The iallest of these ls Henry
Kappert. He .siands 6-9 and
was the siartlng center last sea.
son.
Kappert averaged 12.9 .
points per game. Vying for the
forward posts wlll be Curtis
Cooper, 6-9; "'Dick Anderson,
6-5; and "little" George Parker, who siands 6-3.
Parker was the offensive

sparkplug a year ago. ·He was Calft.. where heaverageda mere
the leading rebounderandaver. 33.5 p.p,&.
'
aged 18.1 p.p.g., and received
Coach Vermillion belleveshis
All NAIA District I honors.~ Saints. wlll also be better than
At the guards are Herman
last year because of excellent
Turner, Bill Weber and Steve depth provided by his sopho..
Edvold. Turner ls a 5·11 trans. mores. And last year 't hey beat ·
fer from Mt. San Jacinto J.C., Central 65.62.

. .
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Wrestlers Drop Close UW Meet
Central's Dennis Dexter and
Steve Smith turned in the only
winning performances as the
Wildcat wrestlers dropped their
initial meet to the U.w. by a
28-6 count Tuesday in Seattle.

Dexter, wrestllD&t in the 150
lb. bracket,
defeated Harry
Dahm 11-8, and 190-pounder
Smith beat Andy Hayes 5.2.
The Huskies won six matches
by decision and picked up a

forfeit and a fall for the 28
point total.
Several Cat thinclads wrestle.ct
tough, clofe bouts, and the right
breaks could have reversed the
outcome of the meet, accord.
ing to head ·coach Frie Beards.

Thinclads Off to Nationals Ahm ni Wrestle Varsity Tonighf·:rlag
A contingent from the Central track team is teniatively
scheduled to compete in the
NAIA indoor nationals at Kan..
sas City on Jan. 23.

dash, Kirry in high hurdles and
Wallace in the half mile run.

The mile relay team of Dave
Walker, Tom Llnes,JohnKlrry,
and Paul Wallace, wlllalso enter
individual events.

All interested varsity track
candidates are requested to· noo
tify Coach Art Hutton before
Christmas vacation concerning
the spring track season. His
office i~ in the Pav111on.

Walker wlll participate in the
long jump, Lines in the 60 yd.

Attention!

Women's Field Hockey Ends
Varsity Season Victoriously
In their fir st match against
University of British Columbia
(top team in the conference)
Central Women's , Field hockey
team played a game ending 'in
1-1 -Ue, the only tie for UBC •
Shirley Hunter, right inner
scored a goal for central in the
first half. Other matches in.
cluded a win over WSU 1-0 with
Diane Schilhabel, center for.
ward scoring Central's goal.
The University of Victoria's
team 1 and 2 defeated Central
3-0 and 4-1 respectively. Joan
Arens, left inner scored for
Central. The fifth match against
George Fox College ended in a
1.1 tie.

a

Sports Shorts
Whitworth placed 11th at the
Nationals in Oklahoma City. Bob
Isltt finished 241 Jerry Tighe
33, Scott Ryman 82, Iain Fisher 122 and Mike Loran, 124.
Eastern's two-man contill&tentBarry Jahn and Art Heinemann
-finished 102 and 104. Wes.
tern's Larry Nielson was 41.

Western wound up -the 1969
football campaign losing to Si.
mon Fraser 18 to 7.

Nine seniors will graduate
from the Varsity squad includ.
ing Joan Arens, Pam Barker,
Bonnie Clarke, Judy Johnson,
Karin Lee, Jackie Lohnman,
Sue Peterson, Diane Schilhabel,
and Peg Thomas. Dr. Putnam
remarked that they will ceriain.
ly be missed next year.
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The Wildcat varsitywrestlers
wlll meet the Central alumni
in thefirstannual Varsity.Alum.
'\Ul tournament tonight at 7:30
ln Nicholson Pavillon.
Thirteen former stars will be
present to wrestle in the slight.
1y adjusted meet. Coach Erle
Beardsley has made format al.
terations so that all 13 alumni
will be. able to compete. In
regular meets there are only 10
individual matches. Beardsley
})as also cut match time from
eight minutes to six minutes
each.

Rounding out the Alumni team
ls Gary Sprague ('69) Jim Her.
man ('69), Ron Seibel ('69),
and Jon Lane, also a 1969 gra.

duate.
The regular varsity team wlll
be joined by three alternates
to provide each Alumnus with
an opponent. Admif.sion to the
meet is set at $1.

-Skeesick

~opped his

match with Randy Berg, 16-12.
Berg placed third in the na.
tional.s last year. · Terry Daw.
son, national community college
champ.lost 7-6 to Larry Owings,
who won the A.A.U. freestyle
title la st spring.
·
The Wlldcats will meet the
Central Alumni tonight, at 7:31
p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion.

Now I From Mutual of Omaha I

H.ospital protection that
pays bigger benefits
to help meet rising costs!

Returning to face the Varsity
are: Darren Sipe, (Class of
'67) who was an alternate on
the '68 Olympic team and second in the nationalA.A.U .Greco.
Roman meet; Dallas Delay ('68)
former All-Ameriean; ·Larry
Brown ('68) placed third in NAIA
Nationals; John Caesbeer ('68)
third in NAIA Nationals; Gary
M°"enson ('68) fourth in NAIA
Nationals; Gerald George ('63),
Pacific Coa st Champ; Bill Burvee ('63), also District I Champion.

PAYS UP TO .$350.00 A WEEK
Tax-free cash directly to you when hospitalized

Pays up to $725.00 Maternity Benefits
Pays up to $15,000.00 Inhospital Expenses other than
Room and Board

FRE.SH.

Pays up to $5,000.{)0 Doctor Call and Home Care
Benefits

r.9.AD~

Yes, now you can offer, your
entire family the really big
hospital benefits they need

A

today at a cost well within
your budget.
This is hospital protection
from Mutual of Omaha, the
company that pays and pays
promptly. The Company that
gives you more for your
money in dependable, lowcost insurance protection.
For complete details on this
outstanding plan, call or write
us today!
RlPRlSlNTING

MllK

t."loyd C. Stovall
James 0. Kinney
4 18 Larson Bldg.
Yakima-CH 8-6400

Mutu11IC\
ef()m11h11 V
Thi' ( :am,,.,nq th.JI pd,,..

life lnsur•nce Affili•le : United of Om•h•
""4lJIUAl Of 011i4AHA IN\UIA,,..(..l C.OMPANV
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UM.\HA "'llCA\&4
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418 Larson Bldg.:-Yakima, .Wash. :98901

1

Rush me information on Mutual of Omaha's "New Hospital Plan." I
No obligation.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 4 p.m.-7 p.m.

I

Wl,NEGAR'S DAIRY·
Just 6 Block Wes~ ·of Nicholson Pavlllon-
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w.

15th

925-1821

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Gridlnen ·Make
AII-Star Team
Eleven Wildcats, eight Sa..
vages, six Vikings and tWo Pi..
rates compose the 1969 Ever.
green Conference All.Stir Foot.
ball team.
Central's Steve Hertllng, and
Whitworth's Larry Jacobsen
were chosen to the team for the
third consecutive year.
Central au.stars include Dave
Knapman, Dan Collins, Larry
Kain, Pat Pereira, Harvey Ko.
chel, Greg Smith andSteveStln..
ley on the offensive unit. De.
fensively, the;i:e is Bob Ensley,
Doug Makaiwi, John Craig and
Steve Hertllng.
Western selections include:
Marv Nelson, Giraud Butts,
Steve Gregorich, Jerry Kelly,
Rocky Hughes and Vic Randall.
Eastern stars include: Bob Pi·
card, Randy Romani Greg Ga ..
vin, Mel Collins, Tom Manke,
Dave Sabey, Dennis Nelson and
Ed Fisher.
Whitworth choices were Dave
Mizer and Larry Jacobsen.
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'Cats Host Invitational

.

.

.

Swim Team Hosts Relay Here
Tomorrow, the Central var·
sity swimming team will host
its third annual relay invitational here at 1:30 p.m.
Competing in the meet will
be Washington State University,
University ol Puget Sound, PaLutheran
University~
cfflc
Eastern Washington and Central.
· Defeµding champion Central,
in dual meets last year, beat
both WSU and UPS, but tomorrow they are the teams
to beat according to Wildcat
Coach Bob Gregson. He rates
WSU as the favorite, ''mainly
because freshmen are now ell·
gible to . compete for the Pacific 8 schools. The Cougars
have r~cruited a strong group
of frosh and have several fine
returning lettermen which would
make them unbeatable/'
"UPS could give WSU some
stiff competition for the title
if they can score well in the

"If I·were asked to state the great objective. which
Church and State are both demanding for the sake
of every man and woman and child in this country,
I would say that that great objective is 'a more
abundant life'."
Franklin D. Roosevelt

MONEY TALKS
~. And its tone is persuasive with an NB of C spe-

('i{\• cial checking account. A great way to organize '\! ) your budg~t ... have money when you need 1t.
~ Learn how convenient it is-and how effective
-to have your own personal checking account!

NB'C

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

diving events," stated Gregson.
Both Eastern and PLU appear
strong in several events but in·
dications are that they lack the
depth to come out on top.
The key to . Central's title
hopes will lie in the diving
events and good team depth.
"If we can pick up a couple
ol firsts in diving and finish
strong in the remaining events,
we could push down both top
teams. The opening 400 yd.
medley relay event' coulld de·
cide the outcome ol the meet.
We beat both WSU and UPS in

this event last year. We're
sending our best into this one,
and 1f we -can't beat them then
we're in trouble," said Greg•
son.
The relay consists of All.
,American Steve Cramer in the
backstroke, Mike Smithers in
the breastoke, Daryl Picadura
in the butterfly and Tom Den·
man in the crawl.
Central's "top diver"
is
sophmore Loren Fasscett. In
last year's relay competition,
Fasscett finished first in both
the one and three meter diving -

events. Teaming up with him ·
this year will be sophomore
Gary Beck, Howie Odell and
freshman
all-starter,
Dan
Able.
Returning lettermen compet.
ing in the meet inciude Bruce
Campbell, Steve O'Brien, Terry
Nielsen, Lee Olmsted, Dennis
Seacat and Mark _shepherd.
Freshman prospects are N~il
Chung, Marvin Lien, Dale Ridgway, ·Dean Ridgway, Al Smith,
Dick Stumph and Scott Sundquist.
Transfer student Rod Danz will
also see action.

Skiers Learn of Locations
Alpenthal - located 55 miles
from Ellensburg on Highway
"10''. 3,200-5,400 ft. double
chair lifts; five ropes. night
skiing. Time, Tues •.s~t.: 8:30.
10 p.m. Closed Monday.
Cryf>tal Mt.-located 110 miles
from Ellensburg. 4,400-6,380ft.
four fouble chair lifts; one Tbar; 5 ropes.night skiing. Time,open daily Mon. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Tues •.Sun.; 9 a.m •• 10 p.m.
Hyak- located 52 miles from El.
lensburg on Highway "10".
2,800 • 4,123 ·ft. Three double
chair lifts, two pomas, seven
ropes. Night skiing. Time:
Tues •.Sun.: 9 a.m •• 10:30 p.m.
Closed Monday.
Mission Ridge - located 13
miles southofWenatchee.4,600.
6,230 ft. Three d.ouble chair
~ifts; three ropes. Open daily
9 a.m .-4:30 p.m. Mt. Baker- located 52 miles
east of Bellingham. 4,600-5,040
ft.
Four double chair lifts;
five ropes. Open weekends and
holidays: 8:30 p.m ..4 p.m.
Snoqualmie Summit-located 53
miles from Ellensburg. 3,ooo.
3,800 ft.
Five double chair
lifts; three pomas; 16 ropes.
night skiing. open daily Mon.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.; Tues •.Sun. 9
a.m •• 10 p.m.
Paradise - located 103 miles
:from Ellensburg. 5,500 ft. one
poma; four ropes. Open weekends, holidays: 9 a.m •• 5 p.m.
Ski Acres - located 53 milef

Christmas & ·New Years Party

:from Ellensburg. 2,900-3,900ft.
Three doubles;. one single; 16
ropes.
Night skiing. Open
daily 9 a.m .-10:30 p.m.
Steven~; Pass- located 91 milef.
from Ellensburg. 4,060-5,900ft.
Five double chair lifts; 16 ropes.
night skiing. Open Weds •• Fri.

2 p.m.-10 p.m.; Sat •.Sun.9~.m ••
10 p .m .; closed Monday.
White Pass-located 84 miles
from Fllensburg. 4,500-6,000 ft.
three doubles; one poma; one
ro.Pe. night skiing. Opens daily
9 a.m ••4 p.m. Open Fri •.Sat.
9 a.m •• 10 p.m.

Winter Sports Begiff
1969-70 Wrestling Schedule

CENTRAL WASHINGTON
STATE COLLEG6i
1969-70
Winter Sports Schedule~

DECEMBER
.
1
at U. of Washin~ton, 7:30 p.m.
5 Varsity vs. Alumni, 7:3~ p.m.
13 at Chico Fa:- West Tourney
20 U. of Wa,shingt.on Tournament,
All Day
"JANUARY
1~~9-70 Gymnastics Schedule
· s San Francisco State 8 p.m.
DECEMBER
8 at Portland State, 8 !).m.
13 at Wa..<;.hington State with Ea.stern 9 at U. of Oregon, 7:30 p.m.
Wa<;hington, 1 p.m.
10 at Oregon State, 3 p.m.
JANUARY
17 Western, 7:30 p.m.
17 Wa.;1hington State with East•rn 23 Portland St~te, 7:30 p.m. ·
Washington, 1 p.m.
24 u. of Washington, 7:30 p.m.
31 Eastern . Washington, 1 p.m.
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
·
7 Seattle Pacific, . 7:30 p.m.
7- Eve·rett Junior College with Ore- 12 , U. of Oregon, 7:30 p.m.
gon College of Education, 1 p.m. · 13 at Seattle Pacific, 7:30 p.m.
21 at Everett Junior College, 1 p.m. 14 at We~tern, 1:30 p.m.
27 at Ea.stern Washington with Ore- 20 at Washington State, 7:30 p.m.
gnn College of Education, 8 p.m. 27 1 •onerence. at Belling :1am
28 at Washington St,ate, 1 p.m.
MARCH
MARCH .
.
5, 6, 7 NAIA National Tournament
6-7 Pacific Northwest Championat Superior, Wis.
ships, Eugene, Ore.
26, 27, 28 NCAA National Tourna14 Inland Empire Open, Kennewick
ment
19, 20 & 21 NAIA Cha.mplonshlps,
Head Coach: Eric B ... ardsley
Menomonie, Wis.
Auistant Coach: Curt Byrnes
Coach: Dennis Lazzar
1969-70 Swimming Schedule
1969-70 Basketball Schedule
DECEMBER
DECEMBER
.
6 Relay Invitation, 1 :30 p.m. (WSU,
6 St. Martin's
PLU, UPS, EWSC &. CWSC)
- 12-13 at - Linfield College
12-13 Swimming Invitational
20 at Pacific Lutheran
JANUARY
27-30 Chico (Calif.) Invitational .
9 Central & Portland State at
Tourney
Yanc~uver, B.C.
.
JANUARY.
18 Eartern Washington and Whtt3 at Portland State
wort.h, 3 p.m
9-10 Eastern Was1hlngton
17 PLU, 1:30 p.m.
13 Pacific Lutheran
19 University of Alaska, 4 p.m.
16-17 at Whitworth
23 Open
2.!> at St. Martin's
24 Open
·
23 at Simon Fraser
30 Portland State &. Weatern Wash24 at Seattle Pacific
ir>(1+1'.'r. 3 p.m.
30.31 Western Washington
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
6 at Southern Oregon, 6 p.m.
6-7 at EQj';tern Washington ,
· & ~ k 1 3()
m
10 Seattle Pacific
:~ M;l;~ne, ~~m.
p. ·
1
13-14 Whitworth College
20 Montanfl,. (Site to . be s~heduled)
20-21 at Westex:n Washington
21 Open
~A~~~land State
26-2~ Evergreen Conference Champ2 3 4 NAIA District 1 Play-offs
10n~hfp at Cheney
Tourney Kan· MAR_CH
9 -'14' NAIA ,..rational
""
'
7 Open
sa.s City
·!I Open
Home Games.at 8 p.m.
19-21 National Mtamp.fonshlps a.t St.
Head Coach: Dean Nicholson
Cloud, Minn.
·
Freshman. Coach: Sta!' Sorenson
Goach: Bob. Gregson

J

i

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6

HUSKY

Program Begins at 8:00 o'clock

. 24 HOUR
TRUC·K STOP AND CAFE

Couples Only
1.5 Centers
Gifts_- Prizes
3rd ·and
Pearl

s·. H I

925-5211

925-4321

Now Open To Serve
Your Every Need
• -Good Food
• Short .O rden
• Dinners

• Showers
•Gm
• Diesel·'
I

RE

:.

Yakima Hwy. &
Freeway Interchange

.

~

.
Just Keep Your Ski
Purchase Receipt andIf You Find You Do Not
love Skiing. Return The Re·
ceipt ond Ski Equipment and
We Will Refund !~ Your Money•

GUARANTEES YOU
WILL LOVE SKIING •••

*

ELLENSBURG
500 Mt. Vi- Ave.

A FABULOUS

he Skis You Hoped They'd Make Someday.. .
:'+:_:\- Are Here Today! K~STLE

·-~\Fiberglass

or HALF YOUR MONEY BACK!

*

AUSTRIAN SKt

fl. :;k1 1h~1 •;r1mh!nr.-.. the dur"~d 11y il l meta l
o n1l 1h e qu 1Lk r P.)puni~ r>flibe r 9t.m

(P M·s

arc 20 ~U lr yhlr.r !11:1~: ·11 t1•! r ) ~ ,~ rurn O \:ii! r
rc!lpond mo re QL IO.ly a:ntl

our ;if1cr a da/s :iki ir1 q.

dun I UH!
Go1J~ fo1 all

PRICES

vO•J

~now

STArtT

lOnd111or.s

1'T..•.

ZI T T I N C S

CMT.W ..~130

Sl'Z.E$
~

9s7

MEN'6

l\TOl2 ....

,a

T"O

3...

I

Ski Parkas

887
9s
1o•;

GIZES

o.-. L.A O'ES

QUILTED

8To 10 ... ·

~1201

·I

,,, 1994

Buckle Boo+$

Ski Pan+s

S_i>~f.
C::,,RLS

399

JUNtOR RUBBER.

STRETC.H

D~

Ski Poles
494

91&GE.Sr SELECTION
IN TOWN

"ACATtON
FOJt z..

World's Lightest Ski!

A& T, PK
SCOTT

Fur Ma-1-s

AUA

Skis

l*Eauipment Cost Only.)

LARve SELECTtON OF

LADI es' AND G\ R.L..S'

2-WEEK

OFFER GOOD Till FEB. 1, 1970
EQUIPMENT MUST IE RETURNED BY FEii. 15 .

-

7

LIS.T

~IS.oo

9

88
HUCSE

SCSLE(.TI~

DARTMOUTH
GR'-ND PRI~ $\(IS WI™
MSTAL. TOP !::C>~ .- 4,!;.oo
T~RouA sr~P'W ~~eLAND

,.oe ... . s :u.. 90

SA F£T~
5TR.A PS . . . . • I I 5 0
D
INS.,.ltLU..TtON .. ... 3.00

SAVE NOW!
VI KING SKIS

..

$25 .00

TYRO LI A STEP -IN HEEL $12 .9 5
SALOMON TOE
$4 95
SAFETY STRAPS - ····- ·· $1 .50
INSTALLATION . ···- ·- $3 .00

v.u v .. •

I

'I :1·
L ·.
!

~

""1

299

4'1 .40 ... . .

.

WMVJENT SKtS?4!~!ii;1.~
WHEN YOU CAN ..•

THEBEST SJ(/ BOOT BUYS
1
ARIE AT ZITrlN6S 5KI SHOP
AOULT DOUBLE SPEE D

LACE

~Kl

BOOTS
F~

Met.I of'. WOMEN

YOUTH SKI SET
BUCKLE BOOTS 13-3
5' & 5112' METAL EDGE
SKIS, POLES
STEP IN BINDINGS

298Zo.oo
VALUE

ADULT SKI PKG.
VIKING SKIS ..... ....... $25.00
TYROLIA STEP-IN HEEL $12.95
SALOMON TOE '. ......... $4.95
A&T SKI POLES ..•....•.. $5.95
SAFETY STRAPS -········ $1.50
INSTALLUION ·····- ··- $3.00
MONTE VERDE
LACE BOOTS .....•...••• $29.95
BUY THE WHOLE SKI
COMBINATION FOR

$83.30
VALUE

$4987

HART STANDARD
•

:

•ERFECT FO• BEGINNERS

S1rH 170 cm thro ugh 21 5 Cn'I

~.,e:~~~m,,o;;j;~ :1::1i

HART JUBILEE

BEGINN EltS-1 -...: t EP MfD IAfE . ADVANCiED

: ~::~~~~::m:~~:!~~.~ ~::k
:Jl~~::o~~:~~~:~:~~~,!~~ cm

cm

o nd roya l blue

HART CAMERO

e

Je t bl ock

w it t<i

s11500

or royo l b lue

s13000

EXPERT -RECRE ATION A L

SICIEIS

s14500

i"l c +d Hort tn1 i gnio

HART GALAXIE

EXP ERT SK IU5

: ~~:i~!1i1~~n:~~~~~:~, ~~~;i'~'~olo~
2

$) 6000

Save
$33.43

· Open Weekdays 9 to 9 - Sun. 10 to 7

JERRY O'GORMAN SKI SCHOOL
LESSONS AT SNOQUALMIE SUMMIT
TUESDAY· FRIDAY - 8 LESSONS. •22•
Classes Start After January 1, 1970.
For More Information Call 925-9841. ·

ELLENSBURG
500 Mt. View Ave.

B7

--

(;
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House Improves learning,
Four Harriers Place
Foreign language Program

The MIA Cross Country race
was held on Wed. Dec. 19 with
e~ht 'r unners competlni. The
tour top runners were: Pat Gel·

-

108 in the Pav1Uon1. The forms
must be in by Jan. 7 Leair\le
play befP,ns Jan. 12.
Leair\le play in Volleyba.ll will
end on Thurs., Dec.4. ThepJay.
offs wlll then be~ Dec. 6.
The top two teams In each dlvl.
slon wlll ·have a round robin
tournament, with the top six
teams advancing into the finals.
. The league stan~s throu~h
Friday Nov. 21 are as follows:
RFD: MON ••WED.
Floor Flusher s
2.0
Psychology Dept.
1.0
YELLOW: MON .•WED.
TGIF's
2.0
Muzzall Jacks
1.0
GR PEN: MON .-WED.
Gueducks
2.0
Stephens.Whitney
2.0
Roaches
1.1
RED: TUES •• THUR.
Ganges Ah Stars
3.0
Happy Hours
1-1
Stephens.Whitney
1-1

Walker and Geiger .••
Top two Harriers
ier, first. John Walker, second.
Eric s tewart, third. and Bob
Cox fourth.
Winter Quarter a ba.sketball
tournament will be sponsored
for all students by MIA. Sign.
up sheets are available in room

YELLOW: TUEE •• THUR.
Horney Toads
Mom, Dad, & Kids

3.0
2.0

GREEN: TUES •• THUR.
Over the Hill Gang
3-0
1.1
North No. 1
Big Moose's Blue Goose 1.1
Munro No. 2
1.1 ~

In an effort to improve Jan.
. guage learning facilities, the
Foreign Language Department
at Central has initiated a ''Ian·
guage house" located in the Stu.
dent Village Coed. The pro. ·
gram, which began this fall,
was established for the benefit
of those students with a major
·or minor in a foreign language.
Functioning as a dormitory
with 26 live-in students, the Ian·
guage house attempts to supply
a cultural aura in which learning a language is not as foreignas in regular classroom study.
"It" is intended to strengthen
student ties with the f acuity,
since the f acuity is the major
source of foreign language
here,'' Dr. Dwight Chambers,
new chairman for the depart....
ment, said of ·the program.

KCWS to Air
Many Games
Central's radio station, KCWS
will exclusively air manyofthis
years Wildcatbasketballp.mes.
Both AM and FM coveraie will
be ilven for the first time ever.
KCW[ Basketball
Broadcast Schedule
Central vs Eastern, Jan. 91
Here
Central vs Seattle Pacific, Jan.
241 Away
Central vs Wes~ern, Jan. 31,
Here
C-entral vs Eastern, Feb. 61
Away
Central vs Whitworth, Feb. 141 :
Here
·
Central vs Western, Feb. 20,
Away

YOU NEED ID.EAS FOR CHRISTMAS?
So Many Ideas You Can't Miss ••• SO •••

Inglish leather®

Jean D'ALBRET

The language house offers a ' Chambers, a professor of
variety of programs that DOI)• foreign languages and linguisresident students can partict. tics, ca.me to c.entral from the
pate in as well. Daily C9De University of California at
versation laboratories, a tutor. Berkeley, where he was involv.
ing service,
discussions and ~ in post-doctoral research.
such cultural activities as po~ Revealing a life-long interest
try readings and small concerts in language, he has mastered
are some of the areas availe Spanish, speaks .fluent French,
able for student participation. and is familiar with German,
.Dr. Chambers stated that the Russian, Italian and at least 14
initial purpose of the language other languages or dialects.
In addition, he has traveled
house was to prepare the stu.
den~s practica.Q.y for a year of
extensively throughout Europe,
language study abroad. "We spending three years in resi·
also hope to use the.lhe languag , dence in the Republic of Da.
house as a focal point for fun. homey, Africa, where he parti•
neling student opinion and as a cipated iil ·a special project
means of developing student par. with the pi:,esident and parlia.
ticipation in affairs on campus," ment of that country.
he said.
In his work at other colleges,
Other plans for · the foreign Chambers has been instru.
language department may in- mental in designing and organiz<:lude the development of a mast. ing foreign language depart.
er's degree program. "But," ments and curricula.
Chambers said, "the · depart.
ment is more interested in up.
grading the teaching skills of
primary and secondary teachers
already involved in language."
By concentrating on the tea.
Reino Randall, of Central's
cher training program, Cham·
bers hopes to strengthen the Art Department, has been ad.
summer school offerings in or. visor of the "Winter Quarter in
der to help teachers of foreign Mexico" prQiram since its con.
language work in other fields. ception in the winter of '66.
"The .students selecu;d for the
·Another new development in
the department is the additional study iroup, Randall said, must
help that is being offered to have at least a 2.25 ' GPA; a
students in the area of counsel- definite interest in Mexico and
ing, with information available have two letters of recommen.
concerning graduate
· study, · dation from people outside the
master and doctoral programs, college."
Some 30-35 students will make
vocational guidance, backgrouoo
needed to teach in junior high the trip this year at a cost of
school, senior high, junior col- $1, 000 each, which includes tut.
lege, and college, and career ti.on, room, board and books.
The students will attend the
information for jobs outside the
University of the Americas in
teaching field.
Chambers stressed that the Mexico City. The credits they
main purpose of this counsel· earn there will transfer bl.ck
ing was to let the students know to Central or any other college
the special contract features of because the school has an ac.
the teaching. field, and the dif. creditation, Randall said.
While in Mexico, the
stu.
f erent kinds of jobs available.
In addition, an A.d Hoc com. dents will be living with Mexi.
mittee was initiated this fall to can families and traveling on
study thefeasibilityof establish. tours outside Mexico City, he
ing a program in linguistics, said.
possibly leading to a Bachelor
"We have already had two
of Arts degree.
summer workshops in Mexi.
In conjunction with a linguis.
co," Randall said, "in addl.
tics program, Chambers hopes tion to the four Winter Quar.
to establish a linguistics jour~ ters in Mexico prQirams. In
nal. If this is accomplished, all some 200 students have made
the Mexican study sessions thUf>
it will be the second professional journal he will have es- far from Central.''
''Study tours in the past have
tablished. The first journal,
been very successful," he said,
"Glossa", served as a vehicle
for Publishing articles from all "we have always taken 30-36
students
over the world .

Mexico Study
Winter Quarter

.FORilGN -CAR
.

Jean Nate

Prince Matchabelli.

Ob! de London®

I

And DOMESTIC

Chantilly
Kawasaki Motorcycles

INDEPENDENT

II
I

SERVICE

Your IH:.;ty HHlth end PrHcription Center"

CLARENCE HEL$ESON •nd JOE ·SCHWAI
4119 ...t P~
tZl-1144

603 Main

REPAIR

Aum
925~5539.
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Athlete Unity Brings Clout
The Associated Students for
Athletics (ASA) is one of Cen.
tral's newest clubs.
Mitch Adams, a spokesman
for ~e club, said the ASA was
only about three weeks old.
Adams said the club was or.
~nized for the purpose of bring.
ing ' all the athletes together.
"'the basketball guys go one
way," Adams said, "the foot.
00.ll guys go another way, etc.
The trouble is we just can't
get t~ether. There is no rea.
son why we can't be the biggest
club on campus.''

Dep~essed?

offices in other or~nizations,
and deali~ with the alumni
for more financial support in
order to extend athletic scho.
larships.
,

Use Crisis Line

The meetings will be held
every twoweeks. Theyhavepreviously met in Black 101, but
there are no definite meeting
places for the future. Adams
said the attendance at the meet.
ing£ so far has been "real

From the crisis source flows
depression, despair, hopeless.
ness, confusion and bewilder.
ment. The Crisis Line, Inc.
offers help, hope, tru st, motiva.
ti on, information and comfort in
return.
All across the country crisis
centers are opening, offering to
the public someone or some.
place to turn in time of need.
The city of Ellensburg, and
Central are together establish..
ing such a center. The artJ..
cles have thus far been incor.
porated and signed and commit.
tees have been set up.
Dr. Wells A. Mclnelly, chair·
man for the volunteer lay staff
committee, said that the poten.
tial volunteers must complete
3 or 4 counselling sessions be.
fore they will be allowed to re.
spond to calls on the crisis
line. He emphasized the fact
that no one unqualified would
be · allowed to respond to ca.Us
when he said, "It would be bet.
ter to postpone our opening
date (of Jan. 31) than to send
in untrained volunteers."
Father Hagel. director of the
Crisis Line, stated that they
are accepting applications now.
The staff in the ·crisis cen.
ters is trained to cope with
·threatened suicidal attemptsihe ultimate pmble for peace.

by Jessica Warner
. Staff Writer

,

good."

He said that the ASA will be
a money making organization
and it -would also try to get
more control of what goes on
the campus by getting more
athletes into the controlling or ..
~nizations.

Adams stated that the club's
goals include: getting a better
budiet for all sports (he .re.

He said that a committee was ·
formed by representativesfrom
every sport, which will · meet
every week. Last week this
committee drew up a petition
listing some of the athlete"s
grievances.
''I think the athletes have found
out that it takes involvement
in school activities to get what
you want," Adams concluded.
"And that's what we are going
to do.''

..'.ASA.•.•

marked that Central's budget
was lower than that at both
Eastern and Western), getting
athletes interested in holding

Temple .Plans Rec Changes
There will be a few changes in
the present recreation program
Winter Quarter. These cha_n ges
will include times·and some new
activities. Denny Temple is
presently acting as recreation
coordinator.
Co.recreation will stay pretty
much the .s ame, but there may
be a change in the time for stu.
dent swim on Saturdays. The
new time will be from 1 to 4
p .m. on Saturday and Sunday.
''We are now in the process
of setting up a bowling league
which will be set up sometime
during Winter Quarter in Jan..
uary," said Temple. All men

and women are welcome to try
out for these leagues. The win.
ter bowling classes w111 be sur.
veyed for interested bowler .s.
The bowling league would be
set up to play from 3:30-5:30
p.m. on Monday and Wednes.
day. The cost would be about
$1.70 for three lines and shoes.

tions to be held Jan. 12-14,"
said Temple.
"It is hoped that we can set
up a competition night in the

"Also, coming in January are
the Regional Fourteen Games
which include: bowli~, table
tennis, chess, bridge, and bil·
liards. The best players in
these activities from Central
will travel to the University of ·
Oregon for the final elimina.

WHILE YOU WAIT

Exams will be scheduled according to the period classes met
during. the quarter. Tests for each period will be given
according to the hour 6 listed in the right.hand column.
PERIOD

DAY OF WEEK .

CLASS MET

Dec. 8, March 11, June 1
Daily
* 2nd
2nd
MWF
2nd
TTh
Daily
* 5th
5th
MWF
5th
TTh
Daily
*11th
11th
MWF
11th
TTh
Dec. 9, March 12, June 2
* 1st
Daily
ls t
MWF
1st
TTh
* 6th
Daily
6th
MWF
6th
TTh
~<12th
Daily
12th•
MWF
12th
TTh
Dec. 10, March 13, June 3
Daily
'~ 3rd
MWF
3rd
TTh
3rd
Daily
* 8th
MWF
8th
TTh
8th
Daily
'"13th
MWF
13th
TTh
13th

EXAM

_JiQ.JIB

7
7
9
11
11
1

3
3
5

- 9
- 9
- 11
- 1
- 1
3
- 5
- 5
- 7

7 - 9
7 - 9
9 - 11
11 - 1
11 - 1
1 - 3
3 - 5
3 - 5
5 - 7

PERIOD

DAY OF WEEK

CLASS MET

CIASS MET

DENNY TEMPLE
••• camPu.s recreation•••

EXAM
HOUR

new ~me where the pool PlaY•
ers here at Central can chal.
lenge each other for an inter.
school tourney. Anyone would
be able to challenge, but they
would only be able to challellie
the last man on the roster and
work their way up from there,"
said Temple.

Dec. 11, March 16, June 4
Daily
* 4th
7 - 9
MWF
7 - 9
- 4th
4th
TTh
9 - 11
Daily
* 9th
11 - 1
9th
MWF
11 - 1
9th
TTh
1 - 3
Daily
*14th
3 - 5
14th
MWF
3 - 5
14th
TTh
5 - 7

Your SGA Card Is
Worth
Money. Ask How.
••
'
.

a

-

Triangle Auto Supply .Co.

y

Other activities planned for
Wlnter Quarter are: a winter
fun . day, co.recreation, _student
swim and movies.

Dec. 12, March 17, June 5
7 - 9
Daily
~' 7th
7 - 9
7th
MWF
9 - 11
TTh
7th
11 - 1
~'10th
Daily
11 - 1
10th
MWF
1 - 3
10th
TTh

100 N. Maift

962-9876

H~~WAYGIHLll
.11,.,11, ttt/

Santa For Kids
7 - 9
7 - 9
9 - p
11 - 1
11 - 1
1 - 3
3 - 5
3 - 5
5 - 7

The question is raised: why
do college students who are
favored with intelligence and fi.
nancial me.king and can look
forward to a secure future.commit suicide at a much great.
er rate than other .s their age.
Dr. Edwin Shneidman, chief
of the Center for Studies of
Suicide -Prevention at the Na.
tional Institute of Mental Health
says the answers are not clear,
but offers this explanation.
"College students must cope
with their. a wakening sensuality
in a strange environment without many of the controls they
would have at home. In addi.
tion they constantly face compe.
tition that is much ke~ner than
that faced by their peers out.
.side college. And grades come
less often than paychecks, mak.
ing the rewards fewer and far.
ther between.''
Students mostlikely to commit
suicide, studies have shown, are
those in the academic fields
that require de_ep sensitivity,
~uch as literature andla~ge.
English majors led the list of
suicide victims at Berkeley.
Authorities feel that the crisis
centers are an effective means
of alleviating the suicide. pro.
blem on campuses and also feel
the centers have a reassuring
power to console the worried
students who have not yet reach.
ed the final stages of despair.

KEYS MADE

EXAMINATION
SCHEDULE
FINAL
FINAL EXAMINATIONS FOR FALL, WINTERANDSPRING

CLASS MET

Page23

The Christmas Party for the
children of students, faculty and
staff will be he Id Sunday evening,
Dec. 7, in Hebeler Auditorium.
The program will begin at 6
p.m. and last until 8 p.m.

C/iicfttll

OPEN 6 am to 1 am·

BANQUET ROOM
SPACE & SERVICE AVAILABLE.
FOR SPECIAL PARTIES
AND BANQUErs

Our

·Reasonable Rates
Prompt Service
Free Estlma~es

Speedy ·
Specialty

"FOOD WITH A REPUTATION"
FOR30Y~

Exclusive Dealer
Soundcreit and Artpolnt
Wedding Stationery

MODEIN

~11/n'I

,CAPITAL PRINTING·CO.

·

·412 "· Pe~rl•92S-931 . t

g,,,,, .

les...,_t Dial

.962-9977-:

GALAXY ROOM - 962-9908
/

Drive Carefully

MERRY CHRISTMAS
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lfii~~:~~~e, Dribbl~rs End Qucirter
ASC FLICKS

''Revised Edition''
The "Revised Edition" will
·· be featured -at the .ASC ·dance
this Friday. The dance will be
held in Homes Dining Hall start·
ing at 9 p.m.

f

Tonight a wrestling match be·
tween Central's varsity team
and Alumni will be
held in
Nicholson Pavilion starti~ at
7:30. Admission is $1.
Saturday the Central Basket·
ball team will host St. Martins
in Nicholson Pavilion. Game
time is 8 p.m. Admission is
free.

Band Concert ~
Central's Band and Choir will
present a concert Sunday night ·
at 8:15. The concert will be
held in McConnell Auditorium.

Official Notices
Late Registration

Advance registration for Win.
ter Quarter closes at 5 p.m.
today, Dec. 5.
Students who pre-r~istered
during the advance registration
and, who make their Winter Quar.
ter payment on or before Mon.,
Dec. 81 will pick up their ad.
mit to class cards on Jan. 5,
in the fieldhouse of Nicholson
Pavilion according to the follow.
ing ~chedules:
~actuates & sep.iors 9.1oa.m.
junior.s
10-11 a.m.
sophomores
11.12a.m.
freshmen
1.2 p.m.
all who mi.csed above 2-3p.m.
.Student.s will be required to
present their fall quarter grade
report and ASC card to pick up
cla ~.s cards.
Students who pre.registered
during the advance registration
and do not make their winter
' quarter payment on or before
Dec. 81 Will ha Ve their pre.
registraton cancelled.
They must then register with !
the late people at 3 p.m. on
Jan. 5 during the one day mass
registration in the varsity gym
at Nicholson Pav111on.
All new students, along~ithall
fall quarter students who do not
pre.register but make their Win·
ter Quarter payment on time will
register on Jan. 5 in the var.
~ity gym of Nicholson Pavilion
according to the registration
schedule on page Vill of the Win.
ter ~uarter class schedule. See

lclub Notesl

1

FRIDAY Thru TUESDAY
TWO GREAT ACTION MOTION PICTURES
Students $1.25 - Western Plays at 7:30 Week Nights
7 & 11 Friday & Saturday - At 4 & 8 on Sunday

Campus Recreation

Sports Schedule

The movies SPonsored by ASC
thi.s weekend are "Battle of
the Bulge," shown Friday at
7 p.m. and Saturday at 10 p.m.,
and "I'll Never Forget What's
His Name," shown at 10 tonight and 7 p.m. tomorrow.
Admission for the flicks is
25 cents and your .ASC caret.

5th & Piiie-925-9511 · ,

I

.A .GIANT OF A MOVIE

Campus recreation for the
week begins tonight with family
swim from 6 to 8. Tomorrow
portions of Nicholson Pavil·
ion will be open for student
use from 9 to noon. From 1
.-4 Pomo on Sunday the P~
vilion will also be open for
student use.
Due to finals week
will
not be any campus recreation
during the week.

COLU~IBIA

PICTUHES PRESENTS

IBllDBI I DMIB
PICIC I IBIBlr

1 4 .· SALE
500 Chewable Tablets $3.01
Thomsen's Acerola Vit-C i
Valley Speciaty Foods.
111 W. 6th Ave.
-925-2505-

B.A. Applications
B.A. degree applications for
Winter Quarter are now being
accepted in the Registrar's Of.
fice.

STARTS NEXT WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10th
TWO OF CLINT EASTWOOD'S HITS

Fee Deadline
Deadline for Winter Quarter
pre-,payment of tuition and fees
is Mon., Dec. 8, at 5 p.m.

NOW I 2 MORE SHOTS AT CLINT EASTWOOD I

Native Son
Tacoma's fifthannual ''Opera.
tion Native Son'' pro~ram is all
set- again for the Christmas
holiday season when representa.
tives of industry, business and
professions
will interview
college senio:"',s. Degreeholders ,
engaged in graduate study and
those returning from . military
service are also welcome to'
participate.
The program, sponsored by
thelndustriaJBureau of the Ta.
coma Chamber of Commerce,
provides for two days of inter ..
viewing; Dec. 22.23 in Tacoma's
Winthrop Hotel with registraton
and individual
interviews
starting at 8:30 a.m., Dec. 22.

One of life's happier feelings is to hear a loved
one's voice on long distance. Call station-tostation after 7 PM or all
day Saturday or Sunday
and talk for three minutes
~nywhere in the continental U.S. for $1.00 or less
plus tax.

EWNSBURG
TELEPHONE CO•.

For

1 Order Costs

SPURS Bazaar

$149

as•

The German Club will hold a
Christmas Party Sunday. The
party will be held in Room 123 ·
of Hertz Recital Halle

DAIRY MART1

608 N. Main Drive-ln-925-3588

CA LL

925-5446 .

eas!I RIDl!R IS ille a11e I

"ONE OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT EVER
MADE IN AMERICA!"
-GANNETT NEWS SERVICE

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S BEST!"
-BOSTON AFTER DARK

"ONE OF THE SURPRISE
HITS OF THE YEAR!"
-ESQUIRE
PANDO rOMPANY 1n a'>'ioOC•aflon with
RAYRrRT PilOOUCllONS prP\Pnt•,

Including Salad, Toast and French Fries

FREE DELIVERY .·

Shows at 7:00 & 9:00 Every Night

-VILLAGE VOICE

Honey Dipped Chicken

TRY TIE "PIZZA EXPRESS"

925-4598

2nd Great Week - Must End Soon

"ONE OF THE MOST
POWERFUL EVER SEEN!"

1 Extra Piece of Chicken with ·
an order of

STILL ONL y $1 .25

German Christmas

VILLAGE THEATRE

Also at 11 :00 Friday & Saturday ·- Students $1.50

2 Ord.ifatll'S Of Delicious
Fish and Chips

The , SPURS ar.e sponsoring
the annual SPURS Bazaar in the
SUB Maze from 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
The
Bazaar
will continue
throogh December 8.

i b

Smile, you're on
long distance

I
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COMING SOON - OUR NEXT

Hrr

Palomar Pictures International
presents
an Associates and
Aldrich Production
CRC
Metrocolor·

Campus or City
5:30 to 11:30 .

THE PIZZA PLACE
IN-THE-HOLE-IN-THE-PLAZA

COLOR

Cit Re1eascd by COLUMOtA P1CTURCS

HAVE A VERY-MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND PLEASE DRIVE CAREFUL
OVER THE HOLIDAYS

